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Madame, Monsieur,
 
Au nom de la Direction générale entreprise et industrie de la Commission européenne, l'initiative
SHIFT, basée aux Etats-unis, et l'Institut des droits de l'homme et des entreprises (IHRB) élaborent
des guides sectoriels relatifs aux droits de l'homme qui reposent sur le cadre de l'ONU "protéger,
respecter et réparer". Ces guides portent sur trois secteurs :
 
- Agences d'emploi et de recrutement
- Technologies de l'information et de la communication
- Pétrole et gaz.
 
Trois documents ont été publiés pour décrire l'objectif et l'approche de ces guides pour les trois
secteurs.
 
En tant que membre du Groupe consultatif de la Commission européenne sur les politiques
relatives aux entreprises et aux droits de l'homme, il a été demandé à l'OIE de distribuer à ses
membres les documents que vous trouverez ci-joints (en anglais seulement) afin d'obtenir leurs
commentaires.
 
Nous vous prions donc de nous faire parvenir vos commentaires avant le 23 juin.
 
Je vous remercie d'avance pour votre participation à ce travail important et je reste à votre
disposition pour toute question que vous souhaiteriez poser.
 
Meilleures salutations.
 
Matthias Thorns
Conseiller principal
_________________________________________________________________________________

ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DES EMPLOYEURS
Chemin de Joinville, 26 • CH-1216 Geneva • Tel.: +41 (0)22 929 00 24 • Fax: +41 (0)22 929 00 01
www.ioe-emp.org                             mailto:ioe@ioe-emp.org
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Corporate Responsibility to Respect Human Rights Sector Guidance Project 
 


Employment and Recruitment Agencies Sector Discussion Paper for Public Comment 
 


Produced by The Institute for Human Rights and Business (IHRB) & Shift, 23 May 2012 


 
 


NOTICE:  Public Posting of all Written Comments 


Unless expressly requested otherwise, submission of written feedback will be posted on the 


Project’s web portal (http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/index.html) with each 


commentator’s submitted name and organisational affiliation.  


 


Key Questions for Written Comments 


The Project Team welcomes written comments by all interested stakeholders on the following 


questions in particular.  Please send comments to sectorguidance@ihrb.org by 30 June 2012.    
 


• Does the discussion paper identify the most serious and the most likely impacts that 


companies in this sector may have on human rights? 


• Does the discussion paper identify the major challenges that companies in this sector are 


facing in respecting human rights? 


• Are there good practices in addressing these human rights challenges that could be built on in 


developing the forthcoming guidance on the corporate responsibility to respect in this sector? 


• What form should the forthcoming guidance take in order to add greatest value in advancing 


respect for human rights in this sector? 
 


 


1.  INTRODUCTION 


This discussion paper is intended to help frame and stimulate discussion around key issues, 


challenges and opportunities regarding the implementation of the corporate responsibility to 


respect human rights under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (the UN 


Guiding Principles) in the Employment & Recruitment Agencies (E&RA) Sector.    


 


Three important points concerning the scope of the project should be noted. First, in line with the 


UN Guiding Principles, the focus is on ensuring that businesses respect human rights – that they take 


action to avoid infringing on human rights and address any adverse impacts with which they are 


involved.  This discussion paper therefore starts by identifying the most likely and/or most severe 


negative impacts that businesses in E&RA sector may have on human rights.  This in no way implies 


that all businesses have or will have these negative impacts, nor does it imply that businesses can 


have only negative impacts on human rights – it is well recognised that businesses can play a 


significant role in supporting human rights.  However, respecting rights is the baseline expectation of 


all companies under the corporate responsibility to respect and accordingly that is the focus of this 


paper and sector guidance project. 


 


Second, the corporate responsibility to respect is only one of the three pillars in the UN “Protect, 


Respect and Remedy” Framework and the Guiding Principles that implement it. The Guiding 


Principles recognise states’ existing obligations to respect, protect and fulfill human rights and 


fundamental freedoms and seek to elaborate on the policy implications of these obligations for 


states (referred to as the state duty to protect or first pillar of the Framework). This includes 


regulating corporate actions where appropriate.  The UN Guiding Principles also recognise the need 


for appropriate and effective remedies for victims when their rights are violated (the third pillar on 


access to effective remedy). While this project is focused on the corporate responsibility to respect 


human rights (the second pillar), the guidance will seek to take into account the various implications 


of the state’s role in business’ efforts to meet their corporate responsibility to respect, as well as 


businesses’ responsibilities in access to remedies (third pillar).  Nothing in this paper is intended to 


detract from the interconnected nature of the three pillars of the UN Framework. 



http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/index.html

http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/project-team.html

mailto:sectorguidance@ihrb.org
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Third, while the final guidance will take particular account of the situation and experiences of EU 


business, it aims to be as globally relevant as possible – informed by research and the views of a 


wide range of stakeholders, including representatives from business, civil society, trade union, and 


government, and experts – in order to contribute to a harmonised approach to the implementation 


of the UN Guiding Principles. 


 


Please see Annex A for more background on the project, its timeline, and the UN Guiding Principles.  


 


1.1 The Research and Consultation Process 


This paper outlines the emerging issues arising from early-stage interviews with stakeholders 


representing business, industry association, trade union, civil society and expert perspectives, as well 


as input from individual members of the E&RA Sector Advisory Group and European Commission 


Expert Advisory Committee. However, this input does not constitute an endorsement of the views 


summarised in this paper by any individual member of the these advisory groups, or their 


organisations. Nor does this paper represent fixed conclusions on the part of the Shift and IHRB 


Project Team, but instead highlights a number of key emerging issues for further exploration and 


enquiry as part of the ongoing research and analysis process.  Further stakeholder interviews will be 


conducted after the E&RA Sector Roundtable in Brussels on 30 May 2012. In addition, the discussion 


paper will be posted for public comments on the project web portal  and accepted up until June 30. 


 


2.  DEFINING THE SECTOR 


The business of Employment and Recruitment Agencies (E&RAs) is the recruitment and supply of 


workers to ‘user enterprises’ (businesses or public sector employers) for a fee.  The project 


definition of E&RAs includes the following types of organisations: 
 


• Private sector employment agencies which recruit and supply agency workers to user 


enterprises.  Agencies may supply workers for as little as a day or the contract may last months, 


or even years, leading to one commentator making reference to ‘perma-temps’
i
. The defining 


feature of agency work is the intermediary role played by the agency between the user 


enterprise and the worker.  This is known as the ‘triangular’ employment relationship.  The 


contractual relationship is between the worker and the agency which pays the worker’s salary 


from the fee paid to the agency by the user enterprise.  Globally, multiple names for this type of 


business arrangement are used, including ‘labour brokers’, ‘labour providers’, ‘employment 


agencies’, ‘placement agencies’, ‘labour dispatch firms’ and ‘labour hire firms’.   


• Recruitment agencies and agents which engage in the international supply and employment of 


migrant workers.  The ILO defines a migrant worker as a person who migrates from one country 


to another with a view to being employed otherwise than on his or her own account.
ii
  The 


activities of these agencies may end with the identification and engagement of workers in the 


country of origin of the worker; they are likely to play no role in job matching or in the 


employment of these workers in the country of destination.    


o There is not necessarily a clear demarcation between the above roles. Some private sector 


employment agencies may also recruit migrant and other workers and play no role in 


employing them.  Some recruitment agencies whose main business is the supply of migrant 


workers overseas may also engage in the placement of agency workers nationally. 


• ‘Illegal’ or ‘irregular’ E&RAs:  Whether an E&RA or a migrant worker is ‘legal’ or ‘illegal’, or 


‘regular’ or ‘irregular’ is defined by national labour laws, national regulation of immigration and 


of the industry; it is often not a clear-cut issue.  Terms for E&RAs such as ‘rogue’ or 


‘unscrupulous’ have no basis in international law, but are used to indicate the extent of 


unregulated and criminal operations in existence. 


• Other types of intermediary structures: Several other related intermediary structures also exist 


alongside the private sector E&RAs.  Firstly, a variety of intermediary organisations such as 


umbrella companies which operate tax relief schemes either to the financial benefit of workers or 


their detriment, which in some cases may have corresponding adverse human rights impacts 
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(discussed further below).   Secondly, some governments operate public employment services, 


many of which work in partnership with private sector E&RAs.  Some governments also manage 


migrant guest-worker programmes in partnership with E&RAs.  


 


Globally, the E&RA industry has undergone exponential growth in recent decades.  The numbers of 


agencies and of agency workers, as well as industry revenues have all experienced sharp rises. In 


2010, member organisations of the International Confederation of Private Employment Agencies 


(Ciett), which promotes the common interests of the agency work sector internationally, earned 


€256bn globally – a trebling of business over the past 30 years.
iii
  Almost 90% of these revenues 


come from the recruitment and placement of agency workers.   The numbers and revenues of 


agencies which recruit migrant workers to supply to Australia, North America, the EU, the Gulf States 


and East Asia are also widely acknowledged to have increased.
iv
 Simultaneously, the proportion of 


agency workers relative to permanent workers in many labour markets has shifted, at times 


significantly, suggesting that user enterprises are hiring agency workers on a more regular, structural 


and longer term basis than before.
v
   


 


3.  KEY HUMAN RIGHTS IMPACTS 


This section sets out a range of adverse human rights impacts that may result from the activities or 


relationships of companies in the E&RA sector, as identified through multistakeholder interviews 


and research and to date.  The term  “adverse human rights impact”, in line with the definition used 


in the UN Guiding Principles, is used to mean an action that removes or reduces the ability of an 


individual to enjoy his or her human rights.  Under the UN Guiding Principles, the responsibility of 


business enterprises to respect human rights encompasses all internationally recognised human 


rights – understood, at a minimum, as those expressed in the International Bill of Human Rights (the 


Universal Declaration on Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and 


the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights) and the principles concerning 


fundamental rights set out in the International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental 


Principles and Rights at Work. The commentary to Guiding Principle 12 also makes clear that, 


depending on circumstances, businesses may need to consider additional international standards, 


for example, where they may impact upon individuals belonging to groups or populations at 


heightened risk of vulnerability or marginalisation.         


   


3.1 Impacts resulting from trafficking, slavery and forced or bonded labour 


The most grave human rights impacts identified by stakeholders are described in this section (3.1), 


though stakeholders were not necessarily in agreement about the extent to which these impacts 


occur within the formal E&RA sector. The most severe impacts were seen by a number of 


stakeholders as occurring less frequently within the EU than in other regions. Regions in which these 


human rights impacts were seen as being severe and/or frequent included: the Gulf States, East Asia, 


and Central America, Africa, and Russia.   


 


3.1.1  Trafficking  


Trafficking occurs where an E&RA uses physical or psychological violence or other forms of coercion 


to recruit or transport an individual for the purpose of exploitation.
vi
  Stakeholders reflected that it is 


impossible to quantify the extent of trafficking in persons but evidence suggests that the problem is 


global, significant and growing.
vii


  Trafficking can occur within countries as well as between countries.   


 


3.1.2  Slavery and forced labour 


Situations of slavery and forced labour occur where an E&RA uses physical or psychological violence 


or other forms of coercion to force an individual to work for it or supplies an individual into a 


situation of forced labour.
viii


 The key indicator of this situation is where an individual is unable to 


leave their employment of his or her free will. Stakeholders noted that psychological violence could 


be used in the place of physical violence in order to threaten someone into remaining in a position of 


forced labour. Again, stakeholders reflected that the extent of these practices is impossible to 


quantify, although indicators are that slavery or forced labour is on the rise.
ix
   



http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/FactSheet2Rev.1en.pdf

http://www.ilo.org/declaration/lang--en/index.htm

http://www.ilo.org/declaration/lang--en/index.htm
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If an E&RA intends to restrict the mobility of an individual to prevent him or her leaving the 


employment, they may withhold their passports, work permits or other identity documents.  This 


can also be a means of perpetrating other forms of exploitation or abuse on an individual. 


 


3.1.3  Bonded labour  


Debt bondage occurs where an individual is deliberately led into a situation of being indebted to the 


company and their labour is demanded as a means of repayment for the loan.  The person is then 


trapped into working for very little or no pay, often for seven days a week.  The value of their work is 


invariably greater than the original sum of money borrowed.  Bonded labour may also occur where 


an E&RA requires an individual to live in accommodation which is ‘tied’ to the employment, which 


means that the individual is unable to leave that employment without also losing his or her 


accommodation.  The employment and accommodation contracts are often ‘tied’ together so that 


the individual is not able to leave one or the other, impacting the individual’s right to freedom of 


movement.  


 


Irregular or illegal deductions for charges associated with accommodation, transport or food may be 


made from the pay packets of workers. This can impact especially on migrant workers who are often 


particularly vulnerable (see below under 3.4). The charging of fees to workers to secure 


employment, including but not limited to migrant workers, rather than to the user enterprise is 


contrary to most labour laws in destination countries as well as contrary to many company codes of 


conduct.  The charging of fees may also mean that minimum levels of wages (as defined by user 


enterprises or national labour laws) are not paid because the worker must pay the fees out of wages 


earned.  The charging of high fees may thus lead to situations of bonded labour as workers’ debts 


accumulate.  


 


Bonded labour may itself lead to a situation of forced labour. Workers may be subject to harassment 


and bullying, or other tactics of intimidation and control, which may impact on their right to security 


of the person.    


 


3.2  Impacts on just and favourable conditions of work  


Some stakeholders highlighted that denying equal work for equal pay, or denying periodic holidays 


with pay, to agency or migrant workers can impact on their right to enjoy just and favourable 


conditions of work.
x
 This may involve a denial of payments to the worker directly by the agency, or it 


may involve the user enterprise denying such payment to the agency, where it impacts on the 


latter’s ability to pay the worker. Where there are no requirements for equal treatment of private 


sector employment agency workers and permanent workers, there may be significant resulting 


disparities.
xi
  In the EU context, the EU Agency Worker Directive includes the principle of equal pay 


between agency and permanent workers undertaking comparable jobs. Some stakeholders also 


noted that agency workers may be at greater risk of health and safety violations.  


 


3.3  Impacts on freedom of association and rights to collective bargaining  


Some stakeholders noted that where there is insecurity of tenure for the agency worker and/or 


frequent changes in worksite, risks to the rights to freedom of association and collective bargaining 


may be heightened.  This may also occur if a user enterprise hires agency workers in order to avoid 


unionisation of the permanent workforce or hires agency staff on a quasi-permanent basis in order 


to replace a core workforce, or where there is no union present for user enterprise employees. 


Some stakeholders noted that there may also be impacts on the ability of user enterprise employees 


to organise.  Other stakeholders emphasised that there should be no assumption that it is more 


difficult for agency workers to exercise these rights, in particular in the EU where many agency 


workers are members of a union or are covered by collective bargaining agreements.   


 


ILO Convention 181 on Private Employment Agencies refers to the role of member states in 


determining and allocating, in accordance with national law and practice, the respective 



http://actrav.itcilo.org/actrav-english/telearn/global/ilo/law/ilo181.htm
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responsibilities of private employment agencies providing agency worker services and of user 


enterprises in relation to collective bargaining.   


 


3.4 Impacts on potentially vulnerable groups  


As noted above, the UN Guiding Principles recognise that additional human rights standards will be 


relevant in relation to potential impacts on groups at heightened risk of vulnerability or 


marginalisation.   


 


Globally, migrant workers were seen as being particularly vulnerable to adverse human rights 


impacts for a range of reasons, including because immigration status can tie workers to one 


employer (see 4.2 below), they may not speak the host country language(s), are often unfamiliar 


with the host country labour laws and avenues of redress, and may face practical obstacles to 


seeking formal redress for abuses due to the transient nature of migration.  If migrant workers fall 


into undocumented status, which may occur through no fault of their own, then formal avenues of 


redress are usually barred. Migrant workers recruited in their home country may also be deceived by 


the recruiting E&RA and this may only be evident upon arrival at the final worksite.  E&RAs may 


deceive workers about the level of payment, the type of employment, the working conditions, or 


even the existence of the employment.  Once in the destination country it is often extremely difficult 


for a worker to prove which organisation was responsible for the deceit.  


 


The UN International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and 


Members of Their Families entered into force in 2003 and, building on the fundamental rights 


recognised in the UDHR, comprehensively defines all migrant workers’ rights, independently of their 


status in their country of transit and employment, with the aim of addressing the specific 


vulnerabilities of migrant workers and their families.
xii


 


 


4.  CONTEXTUAL FACTORS  


Stakeholders emphasised that the activities of E&RAs must be understood within the wider contexts 


in which they operate, and which may increase the risk of some of the above human rights impacts 


occurring.  The following contextual factors were highlighted by different stakeholders:   


 


4.1  Gaps in regulation of the international recruitment of workers by E&RAs  


Although a number of state-to-state bilateral agreements exist, many states do not have such 


agreements.  Even with such framework agreements in place individuals often still experience 


difficulties in being able to enforce their rights or to seek redress when abused or exploited by 


E&RAs.  This occurs especially in relation to situations where workers in sending countries are 


subject to deceit or (illegal) high fees by E&RAs.  At the international level, the ILO and UN 


conventions that address the activities of E&RAs and the rights of migrant workers, which could 


provide some further legal protection and a common framework for the operation of responsible 


E&RAs, are not widely ratified by states.
xiii


  


 


4.2  Immigration regulation in the destination countries that ties status to a particular 


 employment relationship 


Many countries link immigration status to one particular job offer.  Upon arrival, individuals are in 


effect ‘tied’ to one employer in order to maintain their presence in that country.  If an individual 


experiences abuse or exploitation whilst in that employment, seeking redress is likely to lead to the 


loss of that immigration status.  This can either mean falling into irregular (undocumented) status 


where individuals have no rights in the destination country, or even deportation from that country.   


Consequently, workers subject to such tied immigration status are unlikely to complain or to seek 


redress because of the fear of losing that status, making them particularly vulnerable to exploitative 


working conditions.    


 


 


 



http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/cmw.htm

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/cmw.htm
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4.3  Regulation of agencies supplying migrant workers overseas  


The lack of regulation of E&RAs in sending countries or a lack of enforcement where regulation does 


exist can lead to potential abuse and exploitation. So too can inappropriate regulation.  For instance, 


in some countries the charging of fees by E&RAs to workers is allowed under national law, which can 


lead to debt bondage.  In other countries, the entrenched interests of senior political figures 


involved in the industry mean there is little enforcement, including of laws prohibiting the charging 


of fees.  In other countries, there is a complete lack of regulation of E&RAs.   


 


4.4  Lack of unionisation in many of the sectors in which these human rights impacts occur 


Sectors of the economy in which the human rights impacts above are generally reported to occur are 


often noted for their lack of trade union presence, either because of hostility of the industries 


involved, because of a historical lack of worker organisation, or because of the difficulties involved in 


organising agency and migrant workers, although the latter point is contested amongst stakeholders 


(see 3.3 above).   


 


4.5 Particular challenges in certain user enterprise sectors 


Adverse impacts were seen by a number of stakeholders to be associated in particular with user 


enterprises in sectors that are characterised by low profit margins and labour-intensive work such as 


agriculture and horticulture, hospitality and social care, domestic work, construction, mining and 


quarrying, and manufacturing, processing and packaging.  


 


5.  KEY PROCESS CHALLENGES  


The UN Guiding Principles set out a number of process steps companies are expected to take as part 


of their responsibility to respect human rights.  Stakeholders were asked to identify challenges, 


barriers and opportunities in relation to each of these steps, taking account of adverse human rights 


impacts that may arise through companies’ own activities or through their business relationships. A 


range of issues were identified in stakeholder interviews, which are summarised below. 


 


5.1  Embedding respect for human rights in a company 


The UN Guiding Principles observe that a business’s policy commitment to respect human rights 


should be embedded from the top of the enterprise through all its functions, which otherwise may act 


without regard for human rights.   This requires coherence between the human rights policy and 


other policies and procedures that govern its wider business activities and relationships.  


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• One stakeholder likened the embedding of respect for human rights within his company to any 


other new process that the company needed to embed.  In other words, the new values should 


be established throughout the company by means of training employees and disseminating 


information about the new policy.  The company board should be involved in systematically 


planning how respect should be embedded.   


• Training and disseminating information to supervisors and staff who would not otherwise be 


party to management discussions and decisions about human rights was emphasised as being 


especially important.  The importance of disseminating information about the new policy 


throughout the company, perhaps through the use of posters where appropriate, was stressed.  


• Some stakeholders suggested it may be necessary to identify human rights ‘champions’ within 


the company and to use these ‘champions’ to promote the human rights policy.   


• Discussions of external reputational risks and cost-benefit analyses were seen to potentially help 


persuade board members of the merits of addressing and embedding human rights.   


• Some stakeholders stated that arguments made by agency champions of ethical recruitment and 


employment policies (in both user enterprises as well as in E&RAs) to their Boards could be 


bolstered within the company by showing links to better retention rates of agency workers, a 


content workforce with decent terms and conditions of employment, and better job matching 


processes.  Better retention rates lower the transaction costs associated with recruitment and 


training of new workers while more content and better skilled workforces can lead to higher 
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productivity levels.  These argument could be deployed within agencies in order to persuade 


others to adopt ethical recruitment policies. 


 


5.2  Assessing risks to human rights  


The UN Guiding Principles state that businesses should identify and assess any actual or potential 


adverse human rights impacts with which they may be involved either through their own activities or 


as a result of their business relationships.  This includes assessing the human rights context prior to a 


proposed business activity, where possible; identifying who may be affected; cataloguing the 


relevant human rights standards and issues; and projecting how the proposed activity and associated 


business relationships could have adverse human rights impacts on those identified.  Importantly, 


human rights risks to people impacted as a result of the business’s activities or its relationships 


should be considered separately from any risks to the business that may flow from its involvement 


with human rights impacts.  However, the two are increasingly related. 


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 
 


• Some stakeholders noted that certain guidance on risk assessment for this sector already exists.
xiv


   


• International recruitment (and internal recruitment of migrant workers) most commonly takes 


place through subcontracting between E&RAs, or through agreements that do not have a 


contractual basis.  The potential resulting lack of transparency and lack of documentation was 


seen to make assessing risk difficult for E&RAs in both migrant-sending and destination countries, 


as well as for user enterprises contracting with E&RAs. Better documentation within supply 


chains could help overcome the problems of transparency.   


• Joint country visits by both user enterprises and E&RAs to monitor the recruitment process was 


seen as one way of improving risk assessment in cases of international recruitment.  The user 


enterprise can use the visit to disseminate information about the terms and conditions of 


employment as well as to mitigate the risk of the (illegal) charging of fees by E&RAs to workers.   


• The growing involvement of criminal gangs in the E&RA industry is a major issue in risk 


assessment in working with E&RAs in sending countries.   


• Auditing and monitoring of supply chains by user enterprises, by E&RAs or in partnership 


between the two was seen by stakeholders as one means of improving risk assessment and 


management.  This could contribute to accountability by making visible those who have recruited 


or employed workers and therefore those who are responsible for arrangements made with the 


workers.  With very opaque business relationships, workers have little chance of identifying 


which entity or entities are responsible for violations and of claiming remedies.   


• When recruiting migrant labour from a different country, some stakeholders suggested that user 


enterprise due diligence should include assessing not just the recruitment practices of the E&RAs 


used to hire workers, but also their financial systems, their interactions with other stakeholders 


including government bodies, as well as the broader governance and geopolitical contexts in that 


country.  However the lack of available country level data about the hiring and conditions of work 


of migrant or agency workers or about the regulation of E&RAs can make it difficult for user 


enterprises to assess risk when working with E&RAs.   


• National or international certification of recruiters’ reputability was seen as one approach to 


facilitating risk assessment, helping both E&RAs looking for reputable business partners and user 


enterprises looking for reputable E&RAs.   


• Checking the prices charged by E&RAs was seen as one way for user enterprises to undertake risk 


assessment since low rates are often only possible through worker exploitation, tax exploitation, 


or both.   


 


5.3  Integrated, cross-functional decision-making to address human rights impacts  


The UN Guiding Principles state that in order to prevent and mitigate adverse human rights impacts, 


businesses should integrate the findings from their impact assessments across relevant internal 


functions and processes, and take appropriate action in order to prevent and mitigate the impacts 


identified.  Integration requires internal decision-making, budget allocations and oversight processes 
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that enable effective responses to such impacts.  


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Human rights impact assessments can be usefully integrated into a company’s broader risk 


auditing process for the business.   


 


5.4  Human rights impacts of business relationships in the sector 


The responsibility to respect human rights under the UN Guiding Principles encompasses adverse 


human rights impacts that may occur as a result of a company’s business relationships with third 


parties.  This includes adverse impacts that are directly linked to its operations, products or services 


by a business relationship, even where it has neither caused nor contributed to the impact 


itself.   When identifying how best to address impacts that result from its business relationships, the 


company’s leverage will be a significant factor.  Leverage refers to the ability of the company to 


effect change in the wrongful practices of another party that is causing or contributing to an adverse 


human rights impact.  Using leverage may involve working with the entity most directly responsible 


for the impact and/or with others who can help.  


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• The frequent subcontracting across national borders by E&RAs, often with loose business 


relationships, was flagged by virtually all stakeholders as heightening the risk of adverse human 


rights impacts.   


• It was suggested that user enterprises have contractual leverage as well as less direct methods of 


developing leverage, such as including E&RAs in training, which can be used to promote human 


rights standards with E&RAs.  The incentive to use this leverage was connected to some extent 


with the user enterprise’s reputational exposure, particularly in the case of brand name E&RAs 


and user enterprises.   


• User enterprises’ codes of conduct can draw attention to the human rights implications of 


contracts with E&RAs.   


• The global E&RAs and the industry association CIETT were seen as having a role in driving ethical 


principles through the E&RA industry.   


• The low margins within the sectors in which the major human rights impacts occur were seen as a 


major challenge to user enterprises and to E&RAs because of competitive pressures that often 


resulted in trying to minimise fees paid for and to workers.   


• The role of national governments in regulating E&RAs and enforcing regulation was seen as a 


clear point of leverage, which might be engaged both by user enterprises and responsible E&RAs 


to address and reduce the risks to human rights within the sector.   


• Capacity building of partners and suppliers was another avenue raised by stakeholders, including 


through training and education, or through sharing assessments of the human rights or 


reputational risks of recruiting and employing workers improperly.   


 


5.5  Measuring effectiveness of company responses to human rights impacts  


The UN Guiding Principles underline the need for companies to track the effectiveness of their 


responses to adverse human rights impacts (whether actual or potential impacts) in order to verify 


whether the impacts are being addressed effectively.  Tracking should be based on appropriate 


qualitative and quantitative indicators and draw on feedback from both internal and external 


sources, including affected stakeholders.  
 


• No stakeholder feedback received to date.  


 


 


5.6  Stakeholder engagement in addressing human rights impacts  


Stakeholder engagement is a cross-cutting theme within the UN Guiding Principles, particularly in the 


context of assessing impacts, tracking responses, providing for adequate communication about how 


impacts are addressed, as well as in the remediation of impacts.  The UN Guiding Principles recognise 
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that not all companies will be able to consult directly with those groups who may be impacted (for 


instance due to legitimate resource limitations), but that where this is not possible, other avenues 


should be sought to understand their likely perspectives and human rights concerns. 
 


• No stakeholder feedback received to date.  


 


5.7  Complaints handling / grievance mechanisms (by a company)  


The UN Guiding Principles state that where businesses identify that they have caused or contributed 


to adverse human rights impacts, they should provide for or cooperate in their remediation through 


legitimate processes.  They also provide that business enterprises should establish or participate in 


effective operational-level grievance mechanisms for individuals and communities who may be 


adversely impacted, in order that grievances may be addressed early and remediated directly. 
 


• No stakeholder feedback received to date.    


 


6.  NATURE OF THE GUIDANCE  


Initial research and interviews with stakeholders have identified the following views on the potential 


focus and form for the forthcoming guidance.  At this early stage there is no consensus about the 


exact content or form that the guidance should take.   
 


• The guidance should be clear, readable and not too academic, with a focus on implementation.   


• Although the guidance is intended for E&RAs, user enterprises – even if only human resource 


managers – should also somehow be included in the scope of the guidance.   


• The development of the guidance should be ‘company-led’ and not imposed by the European 


Commission.  Corporate social responsibility (CSR) and human rights policies have to come from 


the ‘inside-out’.   


• The guidance should not only focus on the gross human rights violations of trafficking, forced and 


bonded labour that arise out of recruitment activities, but should also focus on other human 


rights impacts arising out of the employment function of E&RAs.   


• The guidance should spell out concrete steps to be taken by both the E&RA sector and the user 


enterprises to ensure that the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining are 


respected.   


• The guidance should set out due diligence steps for E&RAs with regard to user enterprises to 


ensure that they are not using agency workers to replace core, permanent members of staff and 


that they respect freedom of association of workers.   


• The guidance should take account of other attempts to address human rights impacts of E&RAs, 


in particular with regard to gross human rights violations such as trafficking, forced and bonded 


labour; it should review these for good practice and elements which have worked, or not worked. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


**** 
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ANNEX A 


Project Background 


In October 2011, the European Commission adopted a new Communication on Corporate Social 


Responsibility that defined corporate social responsibility as “the responsibility of enterprises for their 


impacts on society”.  As one of the priority actions in the business and human rights field, the European 


Commission committed to developing guidance for three industry sectors on the corporate responsibility to 


respect human rights under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.   After a brief public 


consultation requesting input on the sector selection according to a set of publicly available and objective 


criteria, the Commission selected the Employment & Recruitment Agencies, Information & Communication 


Technology, and Oil & Gas sectors as the focus of the guidance.    


 


While the guidance will take particular account of the situation and experiences of EU business, they aim to 


be as globally relevant as possible in order to contribute to a harmonised approach to the implementation 


of the Guiding Principles.  The development of the guidance will mirror, on a smaller scale, the approach 


taken in developing the Guiding Principles: being global in approach and informed by relevant evidence and 


the views of a wide range of stakeholders, including representatives from business, civil society, trade 


unions, government, and other experts.  The guidance will be based on research, extensive interviews with 


diverse stakeholders (75+ per sector), and inputs from two multistakeholder roundtables per sector.  The 


European Commission's Expert Advisory Committee and three multistakeholder Sector Advisory Groups, 


convened specifically for the project, are providing strategic advice and feedback.   


 


Project Timeframe 


• January – March 2012:  Consultation on and finalisation of sector selection, formalisation of EC 


Expert Advisory Committee and Sector Advisory Groups; appointment of sector-specific 


researchers.  


• April – August 2012:  Ongoing consultation with broad range of stakeholders through in-depth 


confidential interviews (including select country visits) and first set of multistakeholder sector 


Roundtables hosted by the EC, as well as additional desk-based research. 


• September – November 2012:  Guidance drafting phase, further specific research as needed, and 


second set of multistakeholder sector Roundtables hosted by the EC to discuss the draft guidance.  


• December 2012:  Submission of the three guides to the EC and finalisation for publication. 


 


The UN “Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and 


Human Rights 


In June 2011, the UN Human Rights Council unanimously endorsed the UN Guiding Principles, establishing 


the first authoritative global standard on the respective roles of business and governments in helping 


ensure that companies respect human rights in their own operations and through their business 


relationships.  They spell out the implications of the three pillars of the UN 'Protect, Respect, Remedy 


Framework' on business and human rights.  Namely, the state duty to protect against human rights abuses 


by third parties, including business; the corporate responsibility to respect human rights; and greater access 


by victims to effective remedy, both judicial and non-judicial. The UN Guiding Principles were developed by 


the Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Business and Human Rights, Professor John 


Ruggie, over the six years of his UN mandate.    


 


Based on extensive research and consultations with representatives from government, business, civil 


society, trade unions and legal and academic experts across all continents, the UN Framework and UN 


Guiding Principles gained broad acceptance and support. The corporate responsibility to respect is now 


reflected in the updated OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the new ISO 2600 Guidance 


Standard on Corporate Social Responsibility, and the International Finance Corporation’s revised 


Sustainability Framework and Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability. It is of 


course also adopted in the 2011 EC Communication on Corporate Social Responsibility noted above. 



http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/corporate-social-responsibility/human-rights/index_en.htm

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/corporate-soc

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/corporate-soc

http://shiftproject.org/sites/default/files/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf

http://www.ihrb.org/news/2012/new_project_to_develop_business_and_human_rights_guides_for_three_european_business_sectors.html

http://www.ihrb.org/news/2012/new_project_to_develop_business_and_human_rights_guides_for_three_european_business_sectors.html

http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/ec-expert-advisory-committee.html

http://www.business-humanrights.org/Special

http://www.business-humanrights.org/Special

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CF8QF

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&sourc

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&sourc

http://www1.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/ifc+sustainability/publications/publications_handbook_sustainabilityframeworrk

http://www1.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/ifc+sustainability/publications/publications_handbook_pps

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/corporate-social-responsibility/index_en.htm
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END NOTES 


                                                           
i
  See generally Lewis and Molloy (1991) ‘How to choose and use temporary services’, New York, American 


Management Association. 
ii
  ILO Convention 97: Migration for Employment (Revised) 1949.  


iii
  See CIETT Economic Report (2011) at: www.ciett.org  


iv
  E.g. see Migration Policy Institute for UNDP (2009) ‘Guiding the Invisible Hand: Making Migration 


Intermediaries Work for Development’ at: http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/agunias_HDRP_2009.pdf  
v
  E.g. see N. Coe, K. Jones, K. Ward (2010) ‘The Business of Temporary Staffing: A Developing Research 


Agenda’ (Geography Compass 4/8 1055-1068) for a review.  
vi
  UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons Especially Women and Children, which 


supplements the UN Convention against Transnational Organised Crime (2003), the ‘Palermo Protocol’.  
vii


  See for example United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (2009 ) ‘The Global Report on Trafficking in 


Persons’ at: http://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Global_Report_on_TIP.pdf  
viii


  ILO Convention 29: Forced Labour 1930; ILO Convention 105: Abolition of Forced Labour 1957.   
ix
  For research on forced labour see for example Anti-Slavery International at: http://www.antislavery.org/ or 


Joseph Rowntree Foundation at: http://www.jrf.org.uk/work/workarea/forced-labour. See also, ILO ‘Details of 


indicators for labour exploitation’ at: 


http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/@ed_norm/@declaration/documents/publication/wcms_105035.


pdf. 
x
  See Article 7 (d) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights which states:  “The 


States Parties to the present Covenant recognise the right of everyone to the enjoyment of just and favourable 


conditions of work which ensure, in particular: Rest, leisure and reasonable limitation of working hours and 


periodic holidays with pay, as well as remuneration for public holidays.”  This provision is interpreted in light of 


relevant ILO standards.  
xi
  In the EU, the Directive on Temporary Agency Work (2008/104/EC) was intended to rectify this by requiring 


equal treatment between agency workers and permanent workers. 
xii


  See ‘Migrant Workers Rights in Europe’ at: 


http://www.europe.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/Migrant_Workers.pdf  
xiii


  Notably ILO Convention 181: Private Employment Agencies 1997; ILO Convention 97: Migrant Workers and 


Employment 1948; and ILO Convention 143: Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions) 1975   
xiv


  For example, guidance from the Association of Labour Providers (ALP) in the UK assesses risk for user 


enterprises as well as E&RAs.  This guidance proposes steps to confirm where workers originated and which 


E&RAs have been involved.  Also in the UK, the Revenue and Customs service (HMRC) has developed an E&RA 


due diligence check list, including undertaking checks on E&RA director’s identities, obtaining copies of 


relevant certification and verifying these with HMRC, insisting on personal visits with the director of the E&RA, 


obtaining trade references, obtaining credit checks from a third party, entering into a written contract with the 


E&RA, checking the charge rates allow for compliance with National Minimum Wage legislation and tax 


liabilities, and undertaking regular checks on workers’ statuses, timesheets, and payslips.  


 


 



http://www.ciett.org/

http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/agunias_HDRP_2009.pdf

http://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Global_Report_on_TIP.pdf

http://www.antislavery.org/

http://www.jrf.org.uk/work/workarea/forced-labour

http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/@ed_norm/@declaration/documents/publication/wcms_105035.pdf

http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/@ed_norm/@declaration/documents/publication/wcms_105035.pdf

http://www.europe.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/Migrant_Workers.pdf
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Corporate Responsibility to Respect Human Rights Sector Guidance Project 
 


ICT Sector Discussion Paper for Public Comment 
 


Produced by The Institute for Human Rights and Business (IHRB) & Shift, 24 May 2012 


 
 


NOTICE:  Public Posting of all Written Comments 


Unless expressly requested otherwise, submission of written feedback will be posted on the 


Project’s web portal (http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/index.html) with each 


commentator’s submitted name and organisational affiliation.  


 


Key Questions for Written Comments 


The Project Team welcomes written comments by all interested stakeholders on the following 


questions in particular. Please send comments to sectorguidance@ihrb.org by 30 June 2012.    
 


• Does the discussion paper identify the most serious and the most likely impacts that 


companies in this sector may have on human rights? 


• Does the discussion paper identify the major challenges that companies in this sector 


are facing in respecting human rights? 


• Are there good practices in addressing these human rights challenges that could be built 


on in developing the forthcoming guide on the corporate responsibility to respect in this 


sector? 


• What form should the forthcoming guidance take in order to add greatest value in 


advancing respect for human rights in this sector? 
 


 


1.  INTRODUCTION 


This discussion paper is intended to help frame and stimulate discussion around key issues, 


challenges and opportunities regarding the implementation of the corporate responsibility to 


respect human rights under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (the UN 


Guiding Principles) in the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector.    


 


Three important points concerning the scope of the project should be noted. First, in line with 


the UN Guiding Principles, the focus is on ensuring that businesses respect human rights – that 


they take action to avoid infringing on human rights and address any adverse impacts with 


which they are involved.  This discussion paper therefore starts by identifying the most likely 


and/or most severe negative impacts that businesses in ICT sector may have on human 


rights.  This in no way implies that all businesses have or will have these negative impacts, nor 


does it imply that businesses can have only negative impacts on human rights – it is well 


recognised that businesses can play a significant role in supporting human rights.  However, 


respecting rights is the baseline expectation of all companies under the corporate responsibility 


to respect and accordingly that is the focus of this paper and sector guidance project. 


 


Second, the corporate responsibility to respect is only one of the three pillars in the UN 


“Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework and the Guiding Principles that implement it. The 


Guiding Principles recognise states’ existing obligations to respect, protect and fulfill human 


rights and fundamental freedoms and seek to elaborate on the policy implications of these 


obligations for states (referred to as the state duty to protect or first pillar of the Framework). 


This includes regulating corporate actions where appropriate.  The UN Guiding Principles also 


recognise the need for appropriate and effective remedies for victims when their rights are 



http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/index.html

http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/project-team.html

mailto:sectorguidance@ihrb.org

http://shiftproject.org/sites/default/files/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf
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violated (the third pillar on access to effective remedy). While this project is focused on the 


corporate responsibility to respect human rights (the second pillar), the guidance will seek to 


take into account the various implications of the state’s role in business’ efforts to meet their 


corporate responsibility to respect, as well as businesses’ responsibilities in access to remedies 


(third pillar).  Nothing in this paper is intended to detract from the interconnected nature of the 


three pillars of the UN Framework. 


 


Third, while the final guidance will take particular account of the situation and experiences of EU 


business, it aims to be as globally relevant as possible – informed by research and the views of a 


wide range of stakeholders, including representatives from business, civil society, trade union, 


and government, and experts – in order to contribute to a harmonised approach to the 


implementation of the UN Guiding Principles. 


 


Please see Annex A for more background on the project, its timeline, and the UN Guiding 


Principles.  


 


1.1 The Research and Consultation Process 


This paper outlines the emerging issues arising from early-stage interviews with stakeholders 


representing business, industry association, trade union, civil society and expert perspectives, as 


well as input from individual members of the ICT Sector Advisory Group and European 


Commission Expert Advisory Committee. However, this input does not constitute an 


endorsement of the views summarised in this paper by any individual member of the these 


advisory groups, or their organisations. Nor does this paper represent fixed conclusions on the 


part of the Shift and IHRB Project Team, but instead highlights a number of key emerging issues 


for further exploration and enquiry as part of the ongoing research and analysis process.  


Further stakeholder interviews will be conducted after the ICT sector roundtable in Brussels on 


31 May 2012. In addition, the discussion paper will be posted for public comments on the 


project web portali and accepted up until June 30. 


  


2.  DEFINING THE SECTOR 


The term information and communication technologies (ICT) sector is an expanded form of the 


information technology (IT) sector, applying scientific and engineering innovation for practical 


purposes (e.g. creating, storing, processing, and transmitting information), with the process of 


communication increasingly forming an integral part of the sector.  The sector includes products 


and their components for information processing and communication (including transmission 


and display) using electronic processing to detect, measure, record and control physical 


processes. ii  This includes products ranging from mobile telecommunication equipment iii , 


hardware computing equipment of all typesiv, cabling, transmission towers and mastsv and other 


telecommunication infrastructurevi, and processing equipmentvii.  The sector also includes 


services intended to enable the function of information processing and communication 


electronically.  This includes service companies ranging from those providing access to 


networksviii, securing data in the electronic spaceix, providing space for users to createx and 


sharexi data, images, and other files, providing the software architecturexii to navigate the world 


wide web and meansxiii with which users can search for information on the Internet, and 


providing the software and operating systems running these various products themselvesxiv.  The 


telephone, cable, and computer networks at the heart of the technology have increasingly 


converged at a rapid pacexv, and many companies provide unified services, under single 


ownership, distribution, or management. 


  



http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/project-team-sector-advisory-groups.html

http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/ec-expert-advisory-committee.html
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Manufacturing is considered a more ‘traditional’ part of the ICT industry, and the complex 


network of the ICT supply chain involves numerous levels of suppliers comprising tens of 


thousands of individual companies, beginning at the extraction site for minerals and other raw 


materials through to sub-assemblies, final assembly, and ending at the point of sale by an 


original equipment manufacturer (OEM). Up to 80% of global ICT production has been 


outsourced by brand name companies to contract manufacturers.xvi Five contract manufacturers 


produce electronics products for all of the major OEM companies, each employing tens of 


thousands of employees and representing billions of dollars in annual revenues.xvii 


  


3.  KEY HUMAN RIGHTS IMPACTS 


This section sets out a range of adverse human rights impacts that may result from the activities 


or relationships of companies in the ICT sector, as identified through multistakeholder 


interviews and research to date.  The term  “adverse human rights impact”, in line with the 


definition used in the UN Guiding Principles, is used to mean an action that removes or reduces 


the ability of an individual to enjoy his or her human rights.  Under the UN Guiding Principles, 


the responsibility of business enterprises to respect human rights encompasses all 


internationally recognised human rights – understood, at a minimum, as those expressed in the 


International Bill of Human Rights (the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, the International 


Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 


Cultural Rights) and the principles concerning fundamental rights set out in the International 


Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. The 


commentary to Guiding Principle 12 also makes clear that, depending on circumstances, 


businesses may need to consider additional international standards, for example, where they 


may impact upon individuals belonging to groups or populations at heightened risk of 


vulnerability or marginalisation.      


  


3.1 Impacts on freedom of expression 


The right to freedom of expression is often seen as an ‘enabling’ right both in the fulfillment of 


many other human rights and in exposing human rights violations. The right is not absolute and 


may therefore legitimately be subject to restrictions to respect the rights or reputations of 


others, or for the protection of national security, public order (ordre public), public health or 


moralsxviii.  Impacts on freedom of expression can occur where a disproportionate or unjustified 


action is taken to restrict free expression.  This may occur as a result of the actions listed below. 


  


3.1.1 Blocking, filtering and removing content 


To protect other human rights, particularly those of potentially vulnerable groups, states may 


legitimately impose restrictions on freedom of expression in line with international human rights 


standards. Child pornography, incitement of racial hatred, and threats of imminent violence are 


commonly identified as violations prompting the blocking, filtering, and removal of online or 


other content.  However, impacts on free expression occur where such measures are taken in 


order to prevent legitimate information being publicly displayed, shared, or 


distributed.  Restrictions fall into two categories, those prescribed by law (including via a court 


order to undertake the restriction or via provisions on intermediary liability), or by companies 


implementing terms or service as per their own policies. 


 


Governments have increasingly placed “intermediary liability” on companies that provide 


Internet access, so that in effect they bear responsibility if they host content that the state 


considers illegal or third parties find offensive.  Stakeholders reported that state demands to 


filter, remove or block content have often been viewed, including by companies, as politically 



http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/FactSheet2Rev.1en.pdf

http://www.ilo.org/declaration/lang--en/index.htm

http://www.ilo.org/declaration/lang--en/index.htm
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motivated, lacking adequate notification and justification to users, and requested without due 


process of lawxix.  Companies can be faced with fines or the revocation of their legal license to 


operate in countries where they refuse to comply; or with the prospect of unjustifiably 


impacting the rights of users who are targeted by the government, leading sometimes to 


complaints or lawsuits against them.xx 


 


In the absence of global online governance standards, companies have developed their own 


standards to regulate user behaviour based on their own philosophy or policies, which may or 


may not be considered consistent with international human rights standards by other 


stakeholders.  Individuals’ freedom of expression is typically seen as being unduly restricted for 


example when content is removed without their knowledge and/or where company decisions to 


remove content are not justified on the basis of clear policies regulating user behaviour.  One 


assumption behind companies’ approaches to these situations appears to be the availability of 


alternative spaces to which users and content creators can turn. However, in countries where 


monopolies or oligopolies are in place, cost barriers or lack of alternative service provision can 


impact on individuals’ freedom of expression. 


 


Acting on court orders to enforce copyright laws, copyright owners have managed to block 


websites in numerous jurisdictions. While protection of intellectual property is a legitimate goal, 


in several instances such actions have been widely considered a violation of free expression.xxi 


Copyright laws can pose a challenge from the perspective of freedom of expression if 


implemented in such a way that such laws increase intermediary liability and make private 


companies responsible for “policing” content on the Internet, which can lead to abuses in the 


form of adverse impacts and consequences for freedom of speech. According to stakeholders, 


this is leading to companies implementing terms of service which go considerably beyond what 


is legally permissible. Some felt that governments should not abdicate their responsibility, and 


should not place disproportionate liability provisions on intermediaries which end up creating 


incentives for such companies to remove content. 


  


3.1.2 Blocking and disconnecting users and access to networks 


Governments have demanded blocking access to data or mobile communications in times of 


civil unrestxxii.  Companies that refuse to comply run the risk of losing their legal license to 


operate, while compliance raises risk of lawsuits from individual users and other challenges. 


Governments have also given orders to disconnect an entire network (both Internet and 


telecommunications), such as in Egypt in 2011.  According to credible media reports highlighted 


by stakeholders, such experiments have also been conducted elsewhere, including the 


deployment of the so-called ‘kill switch’ to prevent information that the state seeks to control 


from getting out. Telecommunication industry stakeholders note that this raises a specific 


business challenge, since some licensing agreements may require compliance with such 


conditions.  


  


3.2  Impacts on freedom of assembly and association 


The denial of freedom of association violates labour rights, which are outlined later in this 


paper. But the freedoms of assembly and association have important online implications.  When 


governments place restrictions on individuals gathering in public spaces, the Internet can offer a 


safe alternative space for individuals and groups to assemble and express themselves, including 


in relation to views that are in opposition to those of the government. By imposing surveillance, 


intercepting messages, monitoring conversations, and blocking sites online, governments can 


prevent people from assembling peacefully in a virtual space. When companies provide 



http://images.apple.com/supplierresponsibility/pdf/Apple_SR_2009_Progress_Report.pdf

http://www.eicc.info/eicc_code.shtml

http://www.gesi.org/

http://globalnetworkinitiative.org/
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governments with the hardware or software to take those actions are often viewed as 


contributing to these violations (see also section 3.3.3). 


  


3.3 Impacts on the right to privacy 


ICT companies often have access to sensitive data about their users’ personal information, 


tastes and habits. Sharing or marketing users’ data without consent is frequently reported by 


stakeholders as an abuse of users’ right to privacy, for example in connection with the following 


activities. 


  


3.3.1 Storing and sharing user data 


Data on consumers’ behaviour patterns, preferences, billing information and other 


‘remembered’ online information can be improperly used by companies that store the data, 


whether for commercial purposes or otherwise, and/or illegitimately accessed and misused by 


the state and other companies.  Stakeholders reported cases of companies sharing user data 


with governments that have ended in the arrest and imprisonment of individual users. Often 


these users are political or religious dissidents or activists, or media professionals, exercising 


their right of expression under Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 


Rights. 


 


Further, with consumers and businesses increasingly relying on ‘cloud’ computingxxiii, huge 


amounts of data are cheaply stored and accessible anywhere (and not necessarily on specific 


equipment) for long periods of time.  The human rights implications of unjustified government 


demands to access these data stores may be significant. Stakeholders are also concerned that 


users who lack sufficient information about the implications of data storage may consent to the 


storing of their information without being adequately ‘informed’. 


  


3.3.2 Preclusion of Anonymity 


Requiring users’ real names and personal information is often justified on the basis of 


controlling online actions which may impact on other users.  However, anonymity is also seen by 


many stakeholders as an online mechanism that protects them from abuses.  The use of 


individuals’ personal information to target their activities or associations for illegitimate 


purposes (see below) or without due process of law can impact their right to privacy. 


  


3.3.3 Enabling surveillance 


International human rights law recognises that states may have legitimate reasons to place 


certain individuals or groups under surveillance following due process of law, for example when 


their actions are suspected to be criminal.  However, where this is not the case, this impacts not 


only individuals’ right to privacy but also freedom of expression. Companies are required to 


cooperate with competent legal authorities regarding lawful interception. But stakeholders 


report that some governments have abused the mechanism. For example, governments have 


inappropriately required access to user data or specific use of surveillance software to target 


political or human rights activists, and purchased products, or demanded companies tailor 


products, or technology to enable surveillance, Internet traffic monitoring, and communications 


intercepts which may violate international human rights standards. If individuals are unaware of 


the surveillance, during or after the surveillance has ended,  they may face prosecution for 


exercising their right to free expression; if they do suspect surveillance they may censor 


themselves, affecting their right to free expression, as well as free association with other people 


on the Internet.  Companies are often viewed as contributing to these violations where they 


provide governments with the hardware or software to carry out the surveillance. 
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3.4 Impacts on Labour Rights 


Civil society stakeholders stressed that these impacts can occur as a result of company activities 


throughout the value chain but can be particularly acute in the ICT supply chain. Stakeholders 


observed that workers throughout the sector’s supply chain often face involuntary overtime, 


working excessive numbers of days in a row or for prolonged periods in one day without 


adequate time to rest.  Frequent cases have been documented of work regimes and workplace 


rules requiring employees to spend excessive time in one position or completing repetitive 


tasks, leading to adverse health impacts.  Disciplinary measures adopted to ensure compliance 


with these rules are in some instances  considered inhumane treatment.  Exposure to toxic 


chemicals and hazardous materials is reported by some stakeholders as a continuing danger in 


factory production environments as well as in recycling operations.xxiv 


  


3.4.1 Impacts arising from the growth in agency labour 


Agency, contract, or ‘outsourced’ employment, typically recruited, supplied and employed by a 


private sector employment agency, constitute a significant proportion of the global ICT 


manufacturing workforce and is reportedly on the rise. Some stakeholders noted that the 


‘triangular’ nature of the relationship between a company, agency and worker may leave 


workers outside the scope of protection of local labour laws due to lack of clarity over which 


organisation is the legal employer.  Young women and migrant workers who are especially 


vulnerable to adverse human rights impacts are prominent in this workforce. Where migrants 


have been recruited or employed by agencies or hired directly by companies, they may be 


particularly vulnerable to adverse human rights impacts, including on their freedom of 


movement (where agencies sometimes retain identity documents or make illegal deductions to 


wages or illegally impose fees associated with securing their employment).  In the worst cases, 


this might include forms of bonded or even forced labour. Migrant workers can also find it 


particularly difficult to access effective remedies through the domestic legal system. 


  


3.4.2 Impacts on freedom of association 


Stakeholders reflected that trade unions were not much in evidence within the ICT 


manufacturing sector, call centres and shops. Lack of such representation may lead to a 


circumvention of workers’ ability to lodge grievances and seek redress for adverse impacts. 


Some stakeholders noted that where there is insecurity of tenure for the agency worker and/or 


frequent changes in worksite, risks to the rights to freedom of association and collective 


bargaining may be heightened. Civil society stakeholders noted that there may also be impacts 


on the ability of user enterprise employees to organise. Industry stakeholders emphasised that 


there should be no assumption that it is more difficult for agency workers to exercise these 


rights. 


  


3.5  Other impacts in the value chain – from sourcing and disposal 


  


3.5.1  “Conflict minerals” 


Physical attacks and sexual violence committed against civilians by armed militias, forced and 


child labour, and health impacts resulting from environmental degradation are some of the 


widely recognised adverse human rights impacts associated with the extraction, trade, and 


transport of certain minerals, particularly from conflict zones, that are used in the production of 


most ICT products. Industry stakeholders stressed that sourcing conflict minerals is a challenging 


issue across a wide range of sectors, not just ICT.   
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3.5.2 Impacts related to e-waste 


Developing countries receive the bulk of the ‘e-waste’ associated with ICT products that have 


been discarded by users, and often lack sufficient capacity and infrastructure to ensure the safe 


disposal or recycling of hazardous materialxxv.  Workers and scavengers (often children) of the 


sites and residents of local communities can face severe risk of illness and, frequently, of health 


impacts resulting from environmental contamination due to the often inadequate methods used 


to break down and separate the waste and exposure to heavy metals and possible carcinogens. 


  


4.  CONTEXTUAL FACTORS  


Stakeholders emphasised that the activities of companies must be understood within the wider 


contexts in which they operate, and which may increase the risk of some of the above human 


rights impacts occurring.  The following contextual factors were highlighted by different 


stakeholders:   


  


4.1 Global reach without global regulation 


Among industrial sectors, the ICT sector has certain unique characteristics of technical 


complexity and speed of development, which adds to the challenge of identifying and assigning 


responsibility for specific actions. There are several specialised agencies or organisations to help 


navigate the issue. For example, a non-governmental organisation called the International 


Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)xxvi coordinates the Internet domain 


name system’s architecture and structure. The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 


sets standards for telecommunication industry, and the Internet Governance Forum provides 


space for multistakeholder policy dialogue.  


 


While the sector includes and relies upon communication services that have typically been seen 


as a public good, the leading global actors are from the private sector and much of the 


infrastructure is private, yet almost all governments regulate the ICT sector through national 


laws and in many countries, the government itself, or state-owned enterprises, exclusively or 


competitively manufacture equipment or offer services.  The many parts of the ICT industry that 


transcend borders, including the Internet and social media platforms, may be subject to 


overlapping and conflicting regulation – or none at all.  Compounding this unique governance 


environment is the fact that new technologies, products, services and business models within 


the sector often develop much faster than regulators can react to them. 


  


4.2  Government violations 


Some companies in the ICT sector have to manage a close and active relationship with 


governments and law enforcement agencies. As noted above, under specific circumstances, 


such as imminent threat of violence, states have an obligation to prevent such violence and can 


impose restrictions on individuals’ freedom of expression and right to privacy for this purpose. 


Restrictions can take the form of targeted surveillance, using court-ordered judicial intercept 


mechanisms, seeking information about individuals or groups operating in anonymity and 


prosecuting them if their conduct harms the human rights of others.  However, private 


companies are increasingly faced with difficult choices in responding to such government 


requests, where imposing surveillance is not in line with international standards and these 


appear intended for purposes with adverse consequences for human rights, such as those 


described in section 3.1 above.   The challenge may be particularly acute where the request is 


accompanied by the intimidation of local company employees. Yet companies have been widely 


criticised by stakeholders for acceding to such requests without much resistance, or continuing 


to sell such surveillance technology to governments with a record of utilising it to violate human 
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rights. While some governments are actively adapting technology to make use of new means of 


surveillance, some companies are marketing and selling surveillance technologies that are not 


compatible with international human rights standards. 


  


4.3  Bribery and corruption 


Considering the close relationship companies in the ICT sector are required to have with 


governments and law enforcement agencies, and given that the sector often requires 


government licenses and contracts to operate, there is a high risk of bribery and corruption in 


countries with weak governance. Stakeholders mentioned there were strong frameworks in 


place to address these issues, such as the US’s Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, the OECD 


Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business 


Transactions and the UN Convention Against Corruption. Some stakeholders noted that in many 


countries corruption interferes with labour rights, especially freedom of association. 


  


4.4 Regulatory approaches to conflict minerals 


Recent regulatory initiatives have sought to require companies to have greater insight into 


minerals sourcing from conflict zones associated with gross human rights abuses.  §1502 of the 


U.S. Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (popularly known as the Dodd-Frank Act) 


requires companies purchasing certain minerals from the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) 


to disclose measures taken to exercise due diligence on the source and supply chains of specific 


resources associated with conflict in the region. Stakeholders report conflicting views as to 


whether the appropriate way forward lies in further binding legislation or through voluntary but 


targeted industry coordination. 


  


5.  KEY PROCESS CHALLENGES 


The UN Guiding Principles set out a number of process steps companies are expected to take as 


part of their responsibility to respect human rights.  Stakeholders were asked to identify 


challenges, barriers and opportunities in relation to each of these steps, taking account of 


adverse human rights impacts that may arise through companies’ own activities or through their 


business relationships. A range of issues were identified in stakeholder interviews, which are 


summarised below. 


 


5.1  Embedding respect for human rights in a company 


The UN Guiding Principles observe that a business’s policy commitment to respect human rights 


should be embedded from the top of the enterprise through all its functions, which otherwise 


may act without regard for human rights.   This requires coherence between the human rights 


policy and other policies and procedures that govern its wider business activities and 


relationships.  


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Allegations that companies in the sector have been involved in acts that suppress human 


rights, particularly by governments, have challenged assumptions that the sector has a purely 


positive impact on human rights by enabling people to connect, express themselves and 


promote democracy.  This has led many to see a need for companies to have better human 


rights policies to guide their staff in dealing with these challenges. 


• There is a perceived need for clarification about key human rights such as freedom of 


expression and association and privacy given their complexity and the well-developed 


jurisprudence in many jurisdictions. This may help companies navigate their way through 


government requests.  Moreover, differences between jurisdictional requirements may lead 
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companies to behave differently in their home and host states. 


• Embedding human rights considerations and thinking about human rights implications from 


the beginning of a start-up company’s operations was seen as invaluable by stakeholders, 


with human rights becoming an integral part of how companies will operate in the future. 


  


5.2  Assessing risks to human rights  


The UN Guiding Principles state that businesses should identify and assess any actual or 


potential adverse human rights impacts with which they may be involved either through their 


own activities or as a result of their business relationships.  This includes assessing the human 


rights context prior to a proposed business activity, where possible; identifying who may be 


affected; cataloguing the relevant human rights standards and issues; and projecting how the 


proposed activity and associated business relationships could have adverse human rights 


impacts on those identified.  Importantly, human rights risks to people impacted as a result of 


the business’s activities or its relationships should be considered separately from any risks to the 


business that may flow from its involvement with human rights impacts.  However, the two are 


increasingly related. 


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Using new and evolving technologies for purposes other than those originally intended, and 


which may harm human rights, is seen to be a particular risk for the ICT sector.  It is not 


always easy for companies to anticipate what these uses may be. This is a concern also for 


intermediary suppliers when customers reengineer products to abuse human rights. 


• The depth and scope of risk assessment required is a key concern for industry stakeholders, 


especially in government relationships in countries lacking strong rule of law. The rapid 


changes in technology may require companies to re-assess how frequently they should be 


reviewing their impacts as well as their guidelines and other systems for managing them. 


• Companies are under increasing pressure from other stakeholders to be more transparent 


about the processes by which they assess human rights risk and report to the public, or at 


least key stakeholders.  


• Existing supplier auditing programs are perceived by some as inadequate in assessing and 


addressing human rights impacts on agency workers in particular.  Some stakeholders viewed 


the Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC) Code of Conduct regarding forced or 


bonded labour and related practicesxxvii as good practice. Others noted that OEM auditing 


programs typically fail to include the recruitment and employment standards used by 


agencies that supply them with workersxxviii and fail to identify violations of the right to 


freedom of association. 


 


5.3  Integrated, cross-functional decision-making to address human rights impacts  


The UN Guiding Principles state that in order to prevent and mitigate adverse human rights 


impacts, businesses should integrate the findings from their impact assessments across relevant 


internal functions and processes, and take appropriate action in order to prevent and mitigate 


the impacts identified.  Integration requires internal decision-making, budget allocations and 


oversight processes that enable effective responses to such impacts.  


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Many stakeholders see a need for companies to develop and follow certain set procedures 


when faced with human rights challenges, including whether and when companies can or 


should refuse to comply with government requests or judicial orders.  Stakeholders identified 


the need to invest in staff who have the necessary skills, including a firm understanding of 
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the human rights implications and law around take-down procedures and data privacy, and 


the need for staff to be supervised by senior level management with clear lines of 


responsibility.  Other key actors identified as necessary to decision-making on human rights 


issues were lawyers, technological experts, as well as external stakeholders. Support for local 


management on the ground was also stressed. 


• Some stakeholders noted the importance of carrying out due diligence going into new 


investments or situations so that companies will be better able to appropriately respond if or  


when government requests come in.  


• Industry stakeholders noted that decisions often have to be made very quickly in response to 


government requests for blocking and disconnecting websites. The time limit governments 


set for a range of requests of this kind was reported to vary between 20 minutes and five 


hours.  Within this timeframe companies must assess the legality of the request under 


international and domestic standards, which requires a well-coordinated response. One 


stakeholder noted that interception requests were a daily occurrence in some countries 


where a legal framework for lawful interception is absent. 


• Stakeholders highlighted inconsistencies in policies and practices across company 


departments, in particular between company procurement practices and human rights 


objectives.  This was seen as related to the auditing challenge identified above. 


  


5.4  Human rights impacts of business relationships in the sector 


The responsibility to respect human rights under the UN Guiding Principles encompasses adverse 


human rights impacts that may occur as a result of a company’s business relationships with third 


parties.  This includes adverse impacts that are directly linked to its operations, products or 


services by a business relationship, even where it has neither caused nor contributed to the 


impact itself.   When identifying how best to address impacts that result from its business 


relationships, the company’s leverage will be a significant factor.  Leverage refers to the ability of 


the company to effect change in the wrongful practices of another party that is causing or 


contributing to an adverse human rights impact.  Using leverage may involve working with the 


entity most directly responsible for the impact and/or with others who can help.  


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Stakeholders noted that due to the fast paced nature of technology, leverage in the ICT 


sector changes significantly, rapidly and unpredictably.  At the same time, many countries 


have newly installed or updated communications networks and are seen as failing fully to 


realise the extent of the powers they control.  Some stakeholders recommended lobbying 


such governments on the benefits of human rights protection, although this raises its own 


challenges. 


• Many stakeholders also noted that the ICT sector exists as an ‘ecosystem’ in which multiple 


companies rely on each other to bring a product or service to market.  This may create 


barriers or opportunities for leverage in support of human rights.  Other stakeholders 


conversely identified this as an opportunity for cooperation to address ‘larger’ human rights 


impacts. 


• Telecommunications industry stakeholders are bound by license agreements with 


governments to operate in a territory and as such feel they have very little power to do other 


than abide by the legal and regulatory framework as it is. 


• Stakeholders report that, outside  of certain industry association-led efforts, OEMs’ anti-trust 


concerns often prevent them from collaborating with other OEMs to jointly approach 


suppliers who have adversely impacted human rights or have failed to take remedial 


action.  Others noted that companies in other industries, such as apparel, and even initiatives 
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within the sector, do not seem to face the same constraints. 


• Stakeholders noted that the (real or perceived) limited visibility within OEMs’ supply chains – 


largely to Tier 1 suppliers alone – further limits the potential for effective leverage through 


collective action.xxix Some observed that the recent US Dodd-Frank Act and its due diligence 


requirements have begun to provoke new thinking, forging closer working relationships 


within the supply chain. 


  


5.5  Measuring effectiveness of company responses to human rights impacts  


The UN Guiding Principles underline the need for companies to track the effectiveness of their 


responses to adverse human rights impacts (whether actual or potential impacts) in order to 


verify whether the impacts are being addressed effectively.  Tracking should be based on 


appropriate qualitative and quantitative indicators and draw on feedback from both internal and 


external sources, including affected stakeholders.  


  


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Stakeholders described methods for measuring the human rights compatibility of content 


‘takedown’ policies whereby samples of removed content are reviewed monthly and 


analysed to see whether the original removal decisions were in line with legal obligations and 


relevant company guidelines. The tracking of ‘reversal rates’ (whereby online content has 


been removed and later reinstated) was also seen as an important tool to measure 


effectiveness of company policy and practice with regard to the removal of content. 


• One stakeholder said companies should maintain records in relation to content taken down 


where criminal allegations are involved, especially if there were subsequent prosecutions 


and if law enforcement authorities requested access to log files associated with the alleged 


criminal activity. 


• Various stakeholders report that in order to avoid overly censoring content, takedown must 


be on a case-by-case basis and must be carried out by people, i.e. not automated, in order to 


appreciate the context in which some footage is uploaded. Many stakeholders take the view 


that using an algorithm cannot substitute for context, and keyword filtering can be overly 


broad. 


• Limitations noted above (see section 5.2) with regard to supply chain auditing, including and 


particularly in relation to agency workers, are also seen as limitations on the ability to 


measure the effectiveness of efforts to support respect for labour rights in ICT supply chains. 


  


5.6  Stakeholder engagement in addressing human rights impacts  


Stakeholder engagement is a cross-cutting theme within the UN Guiding Principles, particularly 


in the context of assessing impacts, tracking responses, providing for adequate communication 


about how impacts are addressed, as well as in the remediation of impacts.  The UN Guiding 


Principles recognise that not all companies will be able to consult directly with those groups who 


may be impacted (for instance due to legitimate resource limitations), but that where this is not 


possible, other avenues should be sought to understand their likely perspectives and human 


rights concerns. 


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Many stakeholders consider that companies in the ICT sector should engage more directly 


with civil society in social partnerships and dialogue and build ‘trust relationships’ with 


grassroots organisations, though some were unsure how to open channels of communication 


to start relationships. 


• Some companies operate their own pool of ‘trusted advisers’ made up of user groups and 
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NGOs who they remain in contact with and rely on to flag up problems with content 


arbitrarily being taken down or confirming the legitimacy of an activist or other civil society 


group.   


• Some civil society stakeholders highlighted the need for companies to engage in more 


meaningful disclosure to customers, providing clearer terms and conditions and an enhanced 


level of dialogue with users over reasons why online content has been removed. 


• Some stakeholders stressed the need to educate users in how their online actions can impact 


human rights. 


  


5.7  Complaints handling / grievance mechanisms (by a company)  


The UN Guiding Principles state that where businesses identify that they have caused or 


contributed to adverse human rights impacts, they should provide for or cooperate in their 


remediation through legitimate processes.  They also provide that business enterprises should 


establish or participate in effective operational-level grievance mechanisms for individuals and 


communities who may be adversely impacted, in order that grievances may be addressed early 


and remediated directly. 


  


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• The need to address grievances before they escalate through effective redress mechanisms. 


• In relation to labour disputes, it was observed that some companies are reluctant to open a 


dialogue with bodies that may be well-placed to assist in the negotiation and resolution of 


grievances. The use of Ombudsman offices to settle internal employee disputes was 


suggested as a form of best practice to apply across the sector. Stakeholders stressed that 


company grievance mechanisms should not be used to undermine the role of legitimate 


trade unions in addressing labour-related disputes. 


• Transparency was identified as a critical factor in addressing grievances.  It was suggested by 


some stakeholders that companies should account to users on at least an annual basis on 


grievance-handling processes. Others identified a tension between civil society’s need for 


transparency and the company’s need to keep some details of activities confidential, 


particularly to protect local employees. 


• Some stakeholders suggested that companies should educate users on the potential human 


rights impacts of using their services, such as notifying users that they may be legally 


monitored according to the laws of the governing state. 


  


6.  NATURE OF THE GUIDANCE  


Initial research and interviews with stakeholders have identified the following views on the 


potential focus and form for the forthcoming guidance.  At this early stage there is no consensus 


about the exact content or form that the guidance should take.   


 


Stakeholders identified a number of areas where they would like to see clarification on sectoral 


issues, including: 


• the human rights standards that apply, clearly setting out the issues and what steps can be 


taken to mitigate risks; 


• whether specific criteria should be applied to human rights risk assessments; 


• how a company should “balance” freedom of expression with other rights, as well as how to 


“balance” human rights with requirements imposed by law enforcement agencies; 


• how companies across the sector can find consistent ways to address censorship; 


• what an appropriate standard of privacy looks like to assist the sector in moving away from 


opt-out provisions; 
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• the appropriate level of transparency needed around terms of service; 


• how companies can address human rights in the long term and engage with civil society 


more directly. 


  


With regard to the supply chain, some stakeholders suggested that the guide should: 


• provide practical, concrete steps that demonstrate how due diligence ought to be 


performed, and how companies can mitigate any adverse human rights impacts that might 


result from their business operations or those of their suppliers; 


• be viewed by companies as having been ‘co-developed’ by them, with suppliers clearly 


understanding that it takes into account their voice as a stakeholder in the process;  


• clarify why and how human rights due diligence is directly applicable to contract 


manufacturers and other suppliers in the OEM supply chain, as opposed to current 


perceptions that due diligence and the responsibility to respect human rights are a priority of 


OEMs alone. 


  


Stakeholders also suggested variously that the guide should: 


• Identify sectoral areas that have clear guidelines and areas where further work is needed; 


• Tackle the emerging issues and challenging areas that have not significantly been addressed 


(for example, the debate over equipment being used for blocking/filtering and surveillance, 


either intentionally or because of the ‘dual use’ nature of the technology, and the 


implications for the corporate responsibility to respect); 


• Encourage company sharing of best practice; 


• Encourage statements, initiatives and commitments from the EU, UN and other regional and 


international organisations in support of human rights within the sector, which could 


reinforce companies’ responses when faced with the risk of involvement with human rights 


violations. 


 


Stakeholders drew attention to the following existing initiatives in particular: 


• Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC)xxx 


• The Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI)xxxi 


• The Global Network Initiative (GNI)xxxii 


• The Industry Dialoguexxxiii 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


**** 
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ANNEX A 


Project Background 


In October 2011, the European Commission adopted a new Communication on Corporate Social 


Responsibility that defined corporate social responsibility as “the responsibility of enterprises for their 


impacts on society”.  As one of the priority actions in the business and human rights field, the European 


Commission committed to developing guides for three industry sectors on the corporate responsibility 


to respect human rights under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.   After a brief 


public consultation requesting input on the sector selection according to a set of publicly available and 


objective criteria, the Commission selected the Employment & Recruitment Agencies, Information & 


Communication Technology, and Oil & Gas sectors as the focus of the guides.   


  


While the guides will take particular account of the situation and experiences of EU business, they aim 


to be as globally relevant as possible in order to contribute to a harmonised approach to the 


implementation of the Guiding Principles.  The development of the guides will mirror, on a smaller 


scale, the approach taken in developing the Guiding Principles: being global in approach and informed 


by relevant evidence and the views of a wide range of stakeholders, including representatives from 


business, civil society, trade unions, government, and other experts.  The guides will be based on 


research, extensive interviews with diverse stakeholders (75+ per sector), and inputs from two 


multistakeholder roundtables per sector.  The European Commission's Expert Advisory Committee and 


three multistakeholder Sector Advisory Groups, convened specifically for the project, are providing 


strategic advice and feedback.  


  


Project Timeframe 


• January – March 2012:  Consultation on and finalisation of sector selection, formalisation of EC 


Expert Advisory Committee and Sector Advisory Groups; appointment of sector-specific 


researchers.  


• April – August 2012:  Ongoing consultation with broad range of stakeholders through in-depth 


confidential interviews (including select country visits) and first set of multistakeholder sector 


Roundtables hosted by the EC, as well as additional desk-based research. 


• September – November 2012:  Guide drafting phase, further specific research as needed, and 


second set of multistakeholder sector Roundtables hosted by the EC to discuss the draft guides.  


• December 2012:  Submission of the three guides to the EC and finalisation for publication. 


  


The UN Protect, Respect, Remedy Framework and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human 


Rights 


In June 2011 the UN Human Rights Council unanimously endorsed the UN Guiding Principles, 


establishing the first authoritative global standard on the respective roles of business and governments 


in helping ensure that companies respect human rights in their own operations and through their 


business relationships.  They spell out the implications of the three pillars of the UN 'Protect, Respect, 


Remedy Framework' on business and human rights.  The UN Guiding Principles were developed by the 


Special Representative to the UN Secretary-General for Business and Human Rights, Professor John 


Ruggie, over the six years of his mandate.   Based on extensive research and consultations with 


representatives from government, business, civil society, trade unions and legal and academic experts 


across all continents, the UN Framework and UN Guiding Principles gained broad acceptance and 


support. The responsibility of business enterprises to respect human rights encompasses all 


internationally recognised human rights – understood, at a minimum, as those expressed in the 


International Bill of Human Rights and the principles concerning fundamental rights set out in the 


International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. 



http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/corporate-social-responsibility/human-rights/index_en.htm

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/corporate-social-responsibility/index_en.htm

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/corporate-social-responsibility/index_en.htm

http://shiftproject.org/sites/default/files/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf

http://www.ihrb.org/news/2012/new_project_to_develop_business_and_human_rights_guides_for_three_european_business_sectors.html

http://www.ihrb.org/news/2012/new_project_to_develop_business_and_human_rights_guides_for_three_european_business_sectors.html

http://www.ihrb.org/news/2012/new_project_to_develop_business_and_human_rights_guides_for_three_european_business_sectors.html

http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/ec-expert-advisory-committee.html

http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/project-team-sector-advisory-groups.html

http://www.business-humanrights.org/SpecialRepPortal/Home/Protect-Respect-Remedy-Framework

http://www.business-humanrights.org/SpecialRepPortal/Home/Protect-Respect-Remedy-Framework

http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/FactSheet2Rev.1en.pdf

http://www.ilo.org/declaration/lang--en/index.htm
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END NOTES 


                                                        
i
  See: http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/index.html  
ii
 See for example the OECD’s definition of the ICT sector: 


http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/34/37/2771153.pdf 
iii
 These devices can create, receive, compute, and communicate, such as Apple’s iPhone, Samsung’s 


Galaxy, etc. 
iv
 Such as desktop computers, laptop computers, tablets and netbooks such as by Dell, Apple, Hewlett 


Packard, Toshiba, Lenovo, Acer, etc. 
v
 Such as those made by engineering companies like Siemens or telecom equipment manufacturing 


companies like Ericsson. 
vi
 Comprising a vast, competitive sector comprising many small manufacturers who supply larger 


customers, but also large-scale manufacturers, such as WorldCom (which merged with MCI, and is now 


part of the Verizon group). 
vii


 Which stores and passes along the data on the right path at high-speed through complex network 


systems and switching equipment, such as Cisco. 
viii


 Including telephone companies (Such as AT&T, BT, or Deutsche Telekom, as well as mobile providers 


such as Vodafone, Orange, T-Mobile, among many others), cable TV operators (such as Sky in the UK), and 


other Internet Service Providers (ISPs) (such as BlueWin in Switzerland, the former NTL).  Many ISP 


companies having integrated functions to provide internet, cable TV and telephony however, making such 


clear distinctions within the sector almost redundant. 
ix
 Popularly known as ‘clouds’, provided on both individual and commercial bases, such as iCloud from 


Apple or DropBox for personal users, and integrated solutions for corporations from companies like SAP 


and Amazon. 
x
 Such as blogging enablers, like Blogger, Blogspot, Tumblr. 


xi
 Such as social networking sites, like Facebook, Twitter, Google+. 


xii
 Such as Google’s Chrome, Microsoft’s Internet Explorer, Mozilla’s Firefox. 


xiii
 Such as Google, Yahoo!, Bing (a product of Microsoft), and the former AltaVista. 


xiv
 Such as Microsoft or Apple’s Mac-based systems. 


xv
 One popular aphorism in the sector is the Moore’s Law, which says that the number of transistors that 


can be placed in an integrated circuit doubles every two years. It has become the metaphor for rapid 


changes, even planned obsolescence, in which manufacturers introduce new products at regular intervals 


with sufficient new features to make earlier versions less attractive to consumers. Software development 


is similarly rapid. 
xvi


 See Schipper, Irene, and Esther De Haan. CSR Issues in the ICT Hardware Manufacturing Sector. Rep. 


SOMO, 2005 at http://somo.nl/ 
xvii


 Foxconn for example, the world’s largest CM, employs more than 126,000 employees and reported 


2011 revenues of approximately $5.7 billion USD. 
xviii


 Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) states: 


1.Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference. 


2.Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, 


receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or 


in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice. 


3. The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this article carries with it special duties and 


responsibilities. It may therefore be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are 


provided by law and are necessary: 


(a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others; 


(b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre public), or of public health or morals. 
xix


 According to Google, of the 355 take-down notices the Indian Government sent Google in a six-month 


period in 2011, some 258 dealt with controversial, but legal content which was political in nature 


(including satire) and the company refused to comply with all the requests. See: 


http://www.google.com/transparencyreport/. 
xx


 Realising that companies cannot monitor every file that users upload, most governments allow 


companies a “safe harbour” provision, reducing their liability in good faith situations where they persist in 



http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/index.html

http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/34/37/2771153.pdf

http://somo.nl/

http://www.google.com/transparencyreport/
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hosting content that the state or legal authority has required be taken down due to public interest or 


security. 
xxi


 For example, when artists, musicians, writers, or cartoonists have used copyrighted material and 


manipulated it to create a new distinct work of art. 
xxii


 For example: During the Egyptian Revolution in 2011, the Egyptian Government asked companies 


providing Internet access and cellular telephony to suspend services, citing its emergency powers. All 


companies complied. After the riots in England last summer, the British Government sought – and then 


decided against seeking – access to data from hand-held communication devices, such as smartphones. In 


Karachi, Pakistan, cellphone usage has often been barred for long periods, and in the Indian-held Kashmir, 


the government has imposed controls on mobile communication technology, ostensibly to curb terrorism 


or crime. 
xxiii


 The storage of password protected data on dedicated servers in multiple geographic locations. 
xxiv


 For example, the Fair Labour Associations’ recent inspection report concerning conditions at several 


factories in China, identifying worker concerns about metallic dust and the potential for explosions as a 


significant concern. 
xxv


  It was reported that upwards of 50 million metric tons of discarded ICT products known as ‘e-waste’ is 


generated each year, mostly by countries in Europe and the United States, sent to amass in dumping 


grounds in Nigeria, China, Ghana, and India. 
xxvi


 ICANN is empowered with the task of coordinating the Internet’s system of unique identifiers so that it 


operates in a stable and secure manner. It is a nonprofit organization headquartered in the United States. 
xxvii


 This states that: “Forced, bonded (including debt bondage) or indentured labor, involuntary prison 


labor, slavery or trafficking of persons shall not to be used. This includes transporting, harboring, 


recruiting, transferring or receiving vulnerable persons by means of threat, force, coercion, abduction or 


fraud for the purpose of exploitation. All work must be voluntary and workers shall be free to leave work 


at any time or terminate their employment. Workers must not be required to surrender any government-


issued identification, passports, or work permits as a condition of employment. Excessive fees are 


unacceptable and all fees charged to workers must be disclosed.” 
xxviii


 Except, see Apple’s 2009 Supplier Responsibility Progress Report: 


http://images.apple.com/supplierresponsibility/pdf/Apple_SR_2009_Progress_Report.pdf 
xxix


 The issue of supplier visibility stems, in part, from a historic tendency on the part of sector to treat as 


confidential all information about suppliers.  Of the major brands, only HP and Apple have released a list 


of key suppliers.   And in both cases the information is limited to the name of the supplier. No 


information, for example, is provided as to the location of specific factories where OEM products are 


manufactured. 
xxx


 The EICC is a coalition of the world’s leading electronics companies working together to improve 


efficiency and social, ethical, and environmental responsibility in the global supply chain. Th EICC code of 


conduct can be accessed here: http://www.eicc.info/eicc_code.shtml 
xxxi


 GeSI is a collaboration of company members and associate members dedicated to ICT sustainability 


through innovation. GESI initiatives can be accessed here: www.gesi.org  
xxxii


 The GNI is a multistakeholder initiative established to advance freedom of expression and privacy in 


the ICT sector. The GNI Principles, Implementation Guidelines and Governance, Accountability and 


Learning Framework can be accessed here: http://globalnetworkinitiative.org/ 
xxxiii


 The Industry Dialogue is a collaboration between twelve telecommunications companies established 


to address human rights impacts and share best practice. 
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Corporate Responsibility to Respect Human Rights Sector Guidance Project 
 


Oil & Gas Sector Discussion Paper for Public Comment 
 


Produced by The Institute for Human Rights and Business (IHRB) & Shift, 24 May 2012 


 
 


NOTICE:  Public Posting of all Written Comments 


Unless expressly requested otherwise, submission of written feedback will be posted on the 


Project’s web portal (http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/index.html) with each 


commentator’s submitted name and organisational affiliation.  


 


Key Questions for Written Comments 


The Project Team welcomes written comments by all interested stakeholders on the following 


questions in particular.  Please send comments to sectorguidance@ihrb.org by 30 June 2012.    
 


• Does the discussion paper identify the most serious and the most likely impacts that 


companies in this sector may have on human rights? 


• Does the discussion paper identify the major challenges that companies in this sector are 


facing in respecting human rights? 


• Are there good practices in addressing these human rights challenges that could be built on in 


developing the forthcoming guidance on the corporate responsibility to respect in this sector? 


• What form should the forthcoming guidance take in order to add greatest value in advancing 


respect for human rights in this sector? 
 


 


1.  INTRODUCTION 


This discussion paper is intended to help frame and stimulate discussion around key issues, 


challenges and opportunities regarding the implementation of the corporate responsibility to 


respect human rights under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (the UN 


Guiding Principles) in the Oil and Gas (O&G) sector.    


 


Three important points concerning the scope of the project should be noted. First, in line with the 


UN Guiding Principles, the focus is on ensuring that businesses respect human rights – that they take 


action to avoid infringing on human rights and address any adverse impacts with which they are 


involved.  This discussion paper therefore starts by identifying the most likely and/or most severe 


negative impacts that businesses in O&G sector may have on human rights.  This in no way implies 


that all businesses have or will have these negative impacts, nor does it imply that businesses can 


have only negative impacts on human rights – it is well recognised that businesses can play a 


significant role in supporting human rights.  However, respecting rights is the baseline expectation of 


all companies under the corporate responsibility to respect and accordingly that is the focus of this 


paper and sector guidance project. 


 


Second, the corporate responsibility to respect is only one of the three pillars in the UN “Protect, 


Respect and Remedy” Framework and the Guiding Principles that implement it. The Guiding 


Principles recognise states’ existing obligations to respect, protect and fulfill human rights and 


fundamental freedoms and seek to elaborate on the policy implications of these obligations for 


states (referred to as the state duty to protect or first pillar of the Framework). This includes 


regulating corporate actions where appropriate.  The UN Guiding Principles also recognise the need 


for appropriate and effective remedies for victims when their rights are violated (the third pillar on 


access to effective remedy). While this project is focused on the corporate responsibility to respect 


human rights (the second pillar), the guidance will seek to take into account the various implications 


of the state’s role in business’ efforts to meet their corporate responsibility to respect, as well as 



http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/index.html

http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/project-team.html

mailto:sectorguidance@ihrb.org

http://shiftproject.org/sites/default/files/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf
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businesses’ responsibilities in access to remedies (third pillar).  Nothing in this paper is intended to 


detract from the interconnected nature of the three pillars of the UN Framework. 


 


Third, while the final guidance will take particular account of the situation and experiences of EU 


business, it aims to be as globally relevant as possible – informed by research and the views of a 


wide range of stakeholders, including representatives from business, civil society, trade union, and 


government, and experts – in order to contribute to a harmonised approach to the implementation 


of the UN Guiding Principles. 


 


Please see Annex A for more background on the project, its timeline, and the UN Guiding Principles.  


 


1.1 The Research and Consultation Process 


This paper outlines the emerging issues arising from early-stage interviews with stakeholders 


representing business, industry association, trade union, civil society and expert perspectives, as well 


as input from individual members of the O&G Sector Advisory Group and European Commission 


Expert Advisory Committee. However, this input does not constitute an endorsement of the views 


summarised in this paper by any individual member of the these advisory groups, or their 


organisations. Nor does this paper represent fixed conclusions on the part of the Shift and IHRB 


Project Team, but instead highlights a number of key emerging issues for further exploration and 


enquiry as part of the ongoing research and analysis process.  Further stakeholder interviews will be 


conducted after the Oil and Gas Sector Roundtable in Brussels on 1 June 2012. In addition, the 


discussion paper will be posted for public comments on the project web portal
i
 and accepted up 


until June 30. 


 


2.  DEFINING THE SECTOR  


This section attempts to identify some of the key features that define the Oil and Gas (O&G) sector 


and is, through necessity, brief.  


 


The O&G sector encompasses companies that are engaged in the exploration, extraction, refining, 


and distribution of oil and gas, involving both upstream (pre-exploration, exploration, production, 


decommissioning) as well as downstream (transmission, refining, distribution, consumption) 


operations. Stakeholders disagreed about the extent to which downstream activities and/or actors 


in the sector should be included within the scope of the guidance.  


 


In contrast to some other sectors, the O&G sector is characterised by long-term (40 – 50 years) in-


country investments.  Although historically the majority of companies operating in the sector were 


international oil and gas companies (IOCs), more recently the number of national oil companies 


(NOCs) has significantly exceeded the number of private enterprises. Industry stakeholders 


estimated that of companies currently operating in the sector, approximately 80% are NOCs. Of 


these NOCs, some operate only within their home state but others have multinational characteristics 


and operate in multiple foreign states.   


 


The majority of O&G operations are undertaken by joint venture (JV) partnerships between multiple 


IOC partners and between IOCs and NOCs. IOCs enter into joint bidding agreements with other IOCs 


to bid for the management of a certain asset. If they are successful they broker a joint operating 


agreement to share the operational and financial burdens and risks associated with that 


management. In forming this joint venture, one partner will be designated as the operating partner.
ii
 


This may be the partner with the most significant financial investment, but this is not always the 


case. When operating in host states, IOCs are usually required to form joint venture partnerships 


with the relevant NOC where the NOC may then act as the operator with the IOC providing technical 


or other expertise and/or financial support.  



http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/project-team-sector-advisory-groups.html

http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/ec-expert-advisory-committee.html

http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/index.html
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The O&G sector is characterised by a significant number of contractor and supply chain relationships 


both internationally and in-country. Activity usually takes place either on or off-shore, and often in 


remote areas. O&G activity is usually self-financed through the stock market, particularly at the 


early, high-risk exploration phases.  


 


3.  KEY HUMAN RIGHTS IMPACTS   


This section sets out a range of adverse human rights impacts that may result from the activities or 


relationships of companies in the O&G sector, as identified through multistakeholder interviews and 


research to date. The term  “adverse human rights impact”, in line with the definition used in the UN 


Guiding Principles, is used to mean an action that removes or reduces the ability of an individual to 


enjoy his or her human rights.  Under the UN Guiding Principles, the responsibility of business 


enterprises to respect human rights encompasses all internationally recognised human rights – 


understood, at a minimum, as those expressed in the International Bill of Human Rights (the 


Universal Declaration on Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and 


the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights) and the principles concerning 


fundamental rights set out in the International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental 


Principles and Rights at Work. The commentary to Guiding Principle 12 also makes clear that, 


depending on circumstances, businesses may need to consider additional international standards, 


for example, where they may impact upon individuals belonging to groups or populations at 


heightened risk of vulnerability or marginalization.   


 


The extent to which companies are involved with these impacts will be heavily influenced by both 


their operating context (see further section 4) and the effectiveness of the processes that they 


already have in place to prevent, identify, mitigate and address such impacts (see section 5). 


Stakeholders also stressed the relevance of the different phases of the project cycle to both the 


types of potential impacts and the particular systems that are relevant to managing them. 


 


With that in mind, a number of potential human rights impacts were highlighted by different 


stakeholders. Those most frequently raised include the following:  


 


3.1 Impacts on the rights to property and an adequate standard of living 


These rights may be at risk of adverse impacts in particular when O&G companies acquire or use 


land, and in particular where this leads to the displacement and relocation of communities.  The 


rights are likely to be impacted where these processes involve involuntary relocation and economic 


displacement of populations or where they are carried out without free, prior and informed 


consultation of affected communities (and, at least in some circumstances, their consent), the 


provision of compensation and restoration or improvement of livelihoods that are affected, in line 


with international standards. Some stakeholders mentioned that communities that rely on 


subsistence agriculture, hunting or fishing may also be at particular risk. The acquisition or accessing 


of community land is a particular feature of the pre-exploration, exploration and operations phases 


of O&G company activities. Where host governments do not recognise informal land rights of 


communities, or traditional land rights of indigenous communities, individuals may be at heightened 


risks of impacts due to a lack of legal protection and corresponding inability to access effective 


remedies for violations of their rights. The construction and operation of O&G infrastructure, 


especially pipelines, can impact the rights of numerous communities located along the associated 


corridor of land, which may extend over several countries. 


 


3.2 Impacts on the rights to free, prior and informed consultation and/or consent 


The nature and application of the right to free, prior and informed consent remains contested.  At a 


minimum it applies to indigenous peoples with regard to various activities regarding land that they 



http://www.ilo.org/declaration/lang--en/index.htm

http://www.ilo.org/declaration/lang--en/index.htm
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traditionally own, use or occupy including sites of cultural heritage.  Many stakeholders contend that 


it applies to any communities that legally or traditionally use or occupy land.  Governments also 


underline legal rights of eminent domain.  Regardless, it is widely accepted that in all circumstances, 


communities whose lands and/or livelihoods are impacted by O&G operations should, at a 


minimum, be engaged in meaningful free, prior and informed consultation (without prejudice to 


internationally-recognised additional rights for indigenous communities).   


 


It is typically seen as the primary duty of governments to conduct such consultations, although it is 


also widely viewed as a responsibility of O&G companies to conduct equivalent consultations where 


government has not done so, or where it is seen as having failed to do so to an acceptable standard 


(see section 4.1.1 below). This is particularly relevant at the exploration and operations stages of 


O&G activities. Some stakeholders said that during exploration, oil and gas discovery is not 


guaranteed and community engagement is often limited in order to manage community 


expectations. Other stakeholders noted that such engagement processes may not capture the full 


range of actual and potential impacts or include all those who need to be consulted. Such challenges 


can inhibit the early identification and mitigation of potential human rights impacts from exploration 


and the early management of those impacts if production goes ahead.   


 


3.3 Impacts on the right to freedom of movement and cultural rights 


Closely related to impacts on the right to property are potential adverse impacts on the right to 


freedom of movement and on cultural rights arising from the inability to access sacred and/or 


cultural sites, traditional grazing lands or other important physical locations that are essential to the 


maintenance and preservation of traditional culture and/or spiritual or religious traditions. These 


impacts may be particularly acute for indigenous peoples and may impact, additionally, upon their 


distinct cultural rights, including in relation to archaeological and historical sites. 


 


3.4 Impacts on the rights to health, clean water and food 


Significant pollution-related risks for local communities’ rights to health, clean water and food can 


arise, particularly during the construction and operations phases. These may directly affect 


individuals, for example through potential health and safety emergencies (such as explosions or 


spills), or may affect them via environmental degradation including the pollution of water sources 


and land that affects their health, as well as the health of animals and/ or crops. In the de-


commissioning phase, such impacts may arise or be compounded through the lack of, or inadequate, 


long-term remediation of land. Communities “downstream” from the particular site may be less at 


risk of direct impacts as they are more removed from the operations, but still notably at risk of 


negative human rights impacts related to environmental harm. 


 


Adverse health and water/food-related impacts can also occur when in–migration of construction or 


other workers leads to an increase in demands on social infrastructure (including hospitals and 


public services), possible inflation (leading to potential food insecurity) as well as potential increases 


in the use of drugs, alcohol and prostitution and the exploitation of children in local communities.  


 


3.5 Impacts on the rights to life, security of person and freedom from torture, cruel, inhuman 


or degrading treatment 


Adverse impacts may arise where private or public security forces are employed to protect O&G 


facilities during construction or operations phases, without, among other things, adequate clarity on 


the extent and limits of permissible action, including the use of force, or full training on human rights 


and in other relevant skill areas. The response to security breaches against the O&G asset (for 


example community protest, theft, or trespass) could lead to violent clashes between affected 


communities and public or private security forces, potentially resulting in the loss of life through the 


lethal use of force. Potential incarceration of those committing security breaches could lead to the 
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risk of unjustified imprisonment, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or, in extreme instances, 


even torture and sexual violence.  These risks may be exacerbated in conflict-affected and other 


challenging contexts.  


 


3.6 Impacts on labour rights  


The construction phase is the most labour-intensive phase of O&G activity and can require the 


significant recruitment of private sector employment and/or recruitment agency workers. This is 


usually undertaken through third party agencies. The ‘triangular’ nature of the relationship between 


a company, agency and worker may leave workers outside the scope of protection of local labour 


laws due to lack of clarity over which organisation is the legal employer.  Where migrants have been 


recruited or employed by agencies or hired directly by companies, they may be particularly 


vulnerable to adverse human rights impacts, including on their freedom of movement (where 


agencies sometimes retain identity documents or make illegal deductions to wages or illegally 


impose fees associated with securing their employment).  In the worst cases, this might include 


forms of bonded or even forced labour. Migrant workers can also find it particularly difficult to 


access effective remedies through the domestic legal system. 


 


Although some of the most significant human rights risks arise in relation to recruited or agency 


workers during construction, some stakeholders noted that adverse impacts on O&G company 


employees also occur when labour rights are not upheld, particularly in relation to collective 


bargaining and freedom of association. Stakeholders reflected that trade unions were not much in 


evidence within the O&G sector in some parts of the world.  


 


3.7 Impacts on the right to freedom of expression  


Some stakeholders noted that individuals and communities affected by O&G projects may lack 


access to information concerning the full impact of such activities on their lives and livelihoods. 


Impacts on the ability to seek, receive and impart information under the right to freedom of 


expression may inhibit the ability of affected individuals or communities to effectively participate in 


decision-making processes – which may be a particular issue in relation to indigenous peoples’ rights 


in this regard.  


 


3.8 Impacts on the rights of vulnerable groups 


A number of stakeholders emphasized that individuals from vulnerable groups or populations (which 


may include children, ethnic minorities, women and/or indigenous peoples) may be at heightened 


risk of not only the kinds of negative human rights impacts identified above but that those adverse 


impacts may fall disproportionately on them. Some noted that they may also be disadvantaged in 


the sharing of any benefits or opportunities arising from company operations. In part, this can arise 


because such groups may be marginalised in engagement or consultation/consent processes aimed 


at communities in general, lack protection under national or traditional laws, and often suffer from 


discrimination and thus the particular risks they face are not adequately taken into account in efforts 


to prevent, mitigate or remediate adverse impacts. There may also be a heightened risk of adverse 


impacts on the right to self-determination. The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
iii
 


was highlighted by some stakeholders as having particular relevance to the O&G sector.  


 


4.  CONTEXTUAL FACTORS 


All stakeholders emphasised that the activities of O&G companies must be understood within the 


wider contexts in which they operate, and which may increase the risk of some of the above human 


rights impacts occurring.  Different stakeholders highlighted a range of contextual factors, including:  
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4.1  Host state governance  


The exploitation of natural resources can generate large revenues that enable states to foster 


growth, reduce poverty and help ensure the realization of human rights. However, in states where 


governance is weak, such exploitation may instead contribute to poverty, corruption, crime and 


conflict with all the associated negative impacts on individuals’ human rights. This was a major 


theme across all stakeholder groups. A number of stakeholders stressed that there is a very relevant 


difference between EU and some other countries with O&G operations in this regard, which in turn 


has a bearing on the scope and scale of the kinds of adverse impacts identified above and may also 


influence the appropriate responses by industry and by governments. 


 


Issues of host state governance with particular relevance to the O&G sector include the following: 


• The terms of the investment agreements brokered between IOCs, NOCs and the national 


government and the extent to which they consider potential human rights impacts of the 


project, the extent to which there is transparency about those terms and the capacity of the 


government when negotiating contracts;  


• The degree of government commitment to revenue transparency, for example through 


adherence to the principles of the Extractives Industry Transparency Initiative (EITI), in order to 


strengthen accountability for the use of those revenues in ways that support the effective 


protection and promotion of human rights. Some stakeholders questioned whether the EITI is 


sufficient in this regard;  


• The nature and extent of regulation of public security forces, and levels of training on the 


proportionate use of force. This is of particular relevance for companies obliged to employ 


public security forces to protect assets as part of their contract with host governments. 


Stakeholders noted the relevance of the level of compliance with the Voluntary Principles on 


Security and Human Rights in this regard;
iv
 and 


• Existing approaches to land issues, including the extent of recognition and protection in 


domestic law of informal or customary land rights, and the way in which the government 


develops and implements concession agreements with local communities, particularly in relation 


to engagement and consultation/consent processes prior to concessions being awarded.  


 


4.2 Conflict situations 


If an O&G company is operating, or seeking to operate, within a conflict-affected area then the risks 


of human rights impacts resulting from its activity may increase, in part because the context itself 


poses a greater risk of human rights abuses, but also because of the potential links that could arise 


between the company and the conflict itself either through the company’s own activities or through 


its relationships. For example, where contracts with host governments demand it, O&G companies 


may have to rely on public security forces that are already engaged in the conflict. Some commented 


that, in a zone of weak governance, including countries affected by conflict, resource revenues, such 


as taxes and royalties that the O&G company pays the state, might raise or be seen to raise the risk 


of exacerbating conflict.  


 


4.3 Legacy issues   


If a company acquires an O&G asset where previous owners have failed to mitigate or remediate 


adverse human rights impacts on local communities that can pose particular challenges for the new 


owner. The new owner may inherit legal obligations, or may be seen by local communities as 


inheriting responsibility, for addressing any outstanding historical impacts. If the new owner does 


not see this as a responsibility that it has inherited, this can lead to tension and even conflict in its 


relationships with community members, with the attendant risks of adverse impacts which that 


poses. 
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5.  KEY PROCESS CHALLENGES  


The UN Guiding Principles set out a number of process steps companies are expected to take as part 


of their responsibility to respect human rights.  Stakeholders were asked to identify challenges, 


barriers and opportunities in relation to each of these steps, taking account of adverse human rights 


impacts that may arise through O&G companies’ own activities or through their business 


relationships. As noted above, the project cycle was consistently emphasized as a relevant lens 


through which to consider the process challenges summarised below.  


A range of issues were identified in stakeholder interviews: 


 


5.1 Embedding respect for human rights in a company 


The UN Guiding Principles observe that a business’s policy commitment to respect human rights 


should be embedded from the top of the enterprise through all its functions, which otherwise may act 


without regard for human rights. This requires coherence between the human rights policy and other 


policies and procedures that govern its wider business activities and relationships.  


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Industry stakeholders highlighted that once a human rights policy is developed by an O&G 


company, the operational implications still must be developed and understood both at the 


board level (to ensure leadership) as well as at the operational level (to ensure implementation) 


– without this it will be hard to implement in practice. 


• Integrating human rights risk assessment and management into current social performance 


processes in O&G companies is seen as a good way to meet a company’s responsibility to 


respect. However, industry stakeholders report concern as to how to avoid duplication of efforts 


in relation to existing social performance processes when introducing human rights due 


diligence processes. For example, some questioned the rationale of undertaking a social impact 


assessment as well as a human rights impact assessment as many of the same issues are covered 


by the two separate assessments. 


• Some stakeholders raised concerns about organisational human rights “silos,” noting that 


human rights “champions” are often unable to communicate effectively internally about the 


value of adopting a human rights approach – either at the board or operational level.  It was 


noted that if human rights become associated solely with individual human rights champions 


who then leave the organisation, there is a risk that the impetus and commitment around the 


integration of human rights will be lost. Others observed that human rights champions should 


not be seen as a replacement for full cross-functional integration of human rights concerns. 


• Some stakeholders said that challenges can arise when companies do not extend internal human 


rights commitments to the management and remediation of human rights risks inherited 


through the purchase or acquisition of assets.  


• Challenges may also arise within the hierarchy of management priorities with industry 


stakeholders commenting that, for example, project schedules may be stronger drivers than 


human rights concerns.  


• There was a suggestion that when determining how respect for human rights can be embedded 


within an organisation much could be learnt from companies’ experience of embedding respect 


for the management of health and safety risks.  


• Civil society stakeholders raised the importance of communicating with shareholders about the 


importance of managing human rights risks, not only as a form of financial risk but as integral to 


operations. 


 


5.2 Assessing risks to human rights  


The UN Guiding Principles state that businesses should identify and assess any actual or potential 


adverse human rights impacts with which they may be involved either through their own activities or 


as a result of their business relationships.  This includes assessing the human rights context prior to a 
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proposed business activity, where possible; identifying who may be affected; cataloguing the 


relevant human rights standards and issues; and projecting how the proposed activity and associated 


business relationships could have adverse human rights impacts on those identified.  Importantly, 


human rights risks to people impacted as a result of the business’s activities or its relationships 


should be considered separately from any risks to the business that may flow from its involvement 


with human rights impacts.  However, the two are increasingly related. 


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Interviews suggest that while human rights due diligence may be well understood within some 


major O&G companies, this is not the case with all companies in the sector.  Some industry 


stakeholders felt that many O&G companies have yet to see the practical implementation value 


of these processes even though there now exists a significant amount of guidance and external 


expertise on how to undertake human rights risk/impact assessments. Industry stakeholders 


referenced the work of the global oil and gas industry association for environmental and social 


issues, IPIECA, in this regard.
v
   


• Some stakeholders suggested that the concept of human rights due diligence is still not well 


understood in two particular regards: first, in how it differs from social and environmental due 


diligence, and second, in terms of its focus on risk to individuals and their human rights, rather 


than just risks to the company itself. It was also suggested that the severity of human rights 


impacts could be lessened if impact assessment processes focused explicitly on the individual 


rather than just at the level of households or communities.    


• Some stakeholders stressed the importance of linking risk assessment processes to impact 


mitigation and remediation processes, stressing that assessment and management actions need 


to be on-going throughout the project cycle.  


• Some commented on the challenges arising from the fact that projects may be assessed in 


isolation and not on an on-going basis (i.e. from operation to post decommissioning).  


• Some civil society stakeholders noted that if affected individuals and communities are unable to 


access and/or unable to fully understand technical information regarding the impacts of project 


activity, this can limit their ability to fully and meaningfully engage in any consultation 


processes associated with risk assessment. It was suggested that participatory processes 


provide an opportunity for enhancing the effectiveness of risk assessment. 


• Some stakeholders pointed to other risk management processes (e.g. for health and safety) 


which often include a description of risk indicators that allow operational users to anticipate 


impacts before they occur. Companies have used incident prevention and risk management 


systems for human rights issues but in some cases have yet to identify the context and 


behaviours that might anticipate diverse human rights impacts. 


• Some stakeholders stressed the importance of human rights due diligence taking account of 


risks associated with the operational context, including the extent to which the host 


government is protecting rights that are most at risk of being impacted by O&G activity.  


 


5.3 Integrated, cross-functional decision-making to address human rights impacts  


The UN Guiding Principles state that in order to prevent and mitigate adverse human rights impacts, 


businesses should integrate the findings from their impact assessments across relevant internal 


functions and processes, and take appropriate action in order to prevent and mitigate the impacts 


identified.  Integration requires internal decision-making, budget allocations and oversight processes 


that enable effective responses to such impacts.  


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Stakeholders noted that community relations teams in many O&G companies face constraints 


on their ability to implement high-level human rights policy commitments on the ground. Such 


constraints may include limits on the number of staff within community relations teams, 
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restricted budgets, and/or a lack of knowledge of human rights best practice. These constraints 


can mean that the operational aspects of human rights policies (e.g. thorough community 


engagement, impact identification and management, and grievance redress) are not fully 


implemented on the ground. 


• Some industry stakeholders also reported that there was often a lack of cross 


functional/departmental understanding of which operational issues can have impacts on human 


rights and how. For example, they cited on-going challenges (and opportunities) around better 


coordination between security and community relations functions.  


• Some stakeholders said that cross-functional integration needs to be led from the board or 


senior management level, and that without strong direction from senior leadership such 


integration will not happen.  


• One definition of integration that was advanced was “everyone within an organisation taking 


functional responsibility for policy implementation”.  


 


5.4 Human rights impacts of business relationships in the sector 


The responsibility to respect human rights under the UN Guiding Principles encompasses adverse 


human rights impacts that may occur as a result of a company’s business relationships with third 


parties.  This includes adverse impacts that are directly linked to its operations, products or services 


by a business relationship, even where it has neither caused nor contributed to the impact 


itself.   When identifying how best to address impacts that result from its business relationships, the 


company’s leverage will be a significant factor.  Leverage refers to the ability of the company to 


effect change in the wrongful practices of another party that is causing or contributing to an adverse 


human rights impact.  Using leverage may involve working with the entity most directly responsible 


for the impact and/or with others who can help.  


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Stakeholders noted that companies in the O&G sector typically have a significant number of 


third-party business relationships both with other companies and with home and host 


governments. Key relationship challenges identified by stakeholders included: 


• The ability of any O&G company to exert leverage over other joint venture partners.  This is seen 


to depend in large part on two factors: 


(a) the level of control the company has within the JV. For example, if a company is not the 


operational partner, its ability to influence how operations are conducted will be reduced; 


(b) the extent to which the values of partners in the JV are aligned and reflect respect for 


human rights.  


Operational control and shared values may be particularly important with regard to aspects of 


operations that can have significant human rights impacts such as security, employment and 


contracting, and land management. 


• The extent to which an IOC can integrate human rights conditions into its contracts with 


government varies significantly between different contexts and depends on local law and the 


willingness of the host government to engage in dialogue about human rights. The extent to 


which these conditions are upheld in practice often depends upon formal and informal 


relationship brokering between the IOC’s in-country staff and key governmental personnel, which 


will often include military and police, especially where legal enforcement is weak. Additional 


factors include the level of competition that an IOC faces from other IOCs as well as NOCs, which 


may have less rigorous requirements around social risk management and human rights.  


• There appears to be a perception amongst industry stakeholders that leverage within 


relationships with host governments is limited. However this has been challenged by some other 


stakeholders who perceive that companies are able to wield more leverage than they do in 


practice. 
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• The ability of an O&G company to manage human rights risks within its supply chain depends in 


part upon its ability to include human rights conditions in all supplier contracts, to monitor 


implementation of those conditions, and to apply pressure to contractors to address human 


rights risks and impacts when they occur, including through education and training.  Stakeholders 


observed that where a contract with the host government stipulates levels of ‘local content’ – 


meaning contracts that must go to local suppliers or service providers – this can bring with it 


increased risks of non-compliance with contracting conditions if local businesses are not familiar 


or experienced with international good practice.  


• Linked to this, some stressed the importance of engagement and capacity building for local 


suppliers with one industry stakeholder noting that the benefits of building the capacity of local 


companies to understand and respect human rights far outweighed the costs of doing so.. While 


supporting this approach, some industry stakeholders said that communicating about human 


rights risks with local suppliers poses real challenges. 


• A few stakeholders raised relationships with financial institutions as a key business relationship, 


including investors, and in particular the impact of social and environmental performance 


standards included in debt financing agreements with development banks such as the European 


Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the International Finance Corporation.
vi
  


 


5.5 Measuring effectiveness of company responses to human rights impacts  


The UN Guiding Principles underline the need for companies to track the effectiveness of their 


responses to adverse human rights impacts (whether actual or potential impacts) in order to verify 


whether the impacts are being addressed effectively.  Tracking should be based on appropriate 


qualitative and quantitative indicators and draw on feedback from both internal and external 


sources, including affected stakeholders.  


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Several industry stakeholders noted that there is a lack of understanding and methodologies for 


how to quantify human rights impacts of O&G companies and measure the extent to which a 


company is respecting human rights. Some stressed that there is emerging experience that 


individual companies are currently seeking to capture. One stakeholder noted that the inability 


to demonstrate the effectiveness of a human rights policy in practice can seriously hinder 


support for it internally. 


• Industry stakeholders noted a lack of space for companies to accurately ‘show’ – that is, publicly 


disclose – material human rights risks and specifically outline what problems they are having, 


due to: (a) the lack of any mechanism to do so (b) internal restraints, notably from legal 


departments concerned about legal liability and (c) the genuine risks of external legal claims. 


• Some stakeholders noted that the effectiveness of a company’s response to human rights 


impacts is often measured by the completion of procedural stages within the internal reporting 


process rather than by measuring whether a human rights impact has actually been mitigated.  


• It was reported that the lack of internal recognition in many O&G companies of the financial 


value to the company of avoiding human rights impacts through effective human rights risk 


management processes is undermining the internal traction for addressing human rights in 


general. Civil society stakeholders cautioned that addressing human rights risks should never be 


based on a cost benefit analysis.   


 


 


5.6 Stakeholder engagement in addressing human rights impacts 


Stakeholder engagement is a cross-cutting theme within the UN Guiding Principles, particularly in the 


context of assessing impacts, tracking responses, providing for adequate communication about how 


impacts are addressed, as well as in the remediation of impacts.  The UN Guiding Principles recognise 


that not all companies will be able to consult directly with those groups who may be impacted (for 
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instance due to legitimate resource limitations), but that where this is not possible, other avenues 


should be sought to understand their likely perspectives and human rights concerns. 


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• Some industry stakeholders highlighted a lack of clarity as to what transparent and meaningful 


stakeholder engagement looks like. Others commented on the challenge of ensuring credibility 


and political independence when engaging with high-risk or high-profile stakeholders such as the 


military or the police. 


• A number of stakeholders noted that operational teams often lack knowledge of good practice 


and lack responsibility for carrying out meaningful consultation. In many cases the first teams on 


the ground are technical (e.g. seismologists) and do not have responsibility for engaging 


communities even though they often cause initial impacts. By the time community relations 


teams arrive on the ground, opportunities for meaningful engagement may have been 


undermined by these initial experiences. 


• Concerns were raised that in many instances governments either fail to or do not adequately 


consult communities likely to be affected by O&G activities prior to the concession bidding 


process.  As a result, companies enter environments where affected communities have yet to be 


engaged.  The problems likely to result from this omission, including heightened risks of conflict, 


are often not recognised by the government, or sometimes by the companies involved. Some 


stakeholders raised the importance of companies therefore undertaking their own risk 


assessment about levels of prior governmental engagement with communities likely to be 


affected by their activity.  


• Civil society stakeholders identified a number of considerations seen as important in developing 


processes around free, prior and informed consent, including: starting engagement early, 


ensuring that engagement is on-going, basing engagement on the provision of objective and 


adequate information, employing participatory impact assessment processes, and ensuring that 


all consultation is culturally appropriate.  


 


5.7 Complaints handling/grievance mechanisms (by a company) 


The UN Guiding Principles state that where businesses identify that they have caused or contributed 


to adverse human rights impacts, they should provide for or cooperate in their remediation through 


legitimate processes.  They also provide that business enterprises should establish or participate in 


effective operational-level grievance mechanisms for individuals and communities who may be 


adversely impacted, in order that grievances may be addressed early and remediated directly. 


 


Issues identified by different stakeholders included the following: 


• One of the key challenges raised by industry stakeholders was how to determine when a social 


impact identified through a company’s grievance process constitutes a human rights impact in 


order to ensure that it is identified and managed appropriately. It was noted that often affected 


individuals and communities do not raise grievances using “human rights language” but that it is 


important to ensure nonetheless that responses are in line with international human rights 


standards.  


• Industry stakeholders also highlighted the challenge of figuring out how to address grievances 


for which the company is not solely responsible but for which it may share responsibility with 


the government or another business partner, for instance where security forces are involved or 


the action of a contractor. 


• Civil society stakeholders suggested that industry grievance mechanisms should be located and 


administrated outside a company in order to provide for third party verification of due process. 


Some industry stakeholders raised questions about the implications of locating such a process 


outside the company. 
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• Civil society stakeholders stressed that company mechanisms should not restrain people from 


using state-based judicial and non-judicial grievance mechanisms.  


• Stakeholders across all groups emphasised the value in addressing grievances in a timely way 


and the importance of the mechanism’s accessibility to all affected parties. 


• Industry stakeholders referenced IPIECA’s current work on operational-level grievance 


mechanisms.  


 


6.  NATURE OF THE GUIDANCE 


Initial research and interviews with stakeholders have identified a range of views on the potential 


focus and form for the forthcoming guide, including: 


 


6.1 General insights  


There were some broad areas of agreement among stakeholders in this regard. Stakeholders 


requested that the guidance should: 


• be practical, uncomplicated and useful for all individuals regardless of where they operate within 


a company, ranging from senior managers operating at the global/corporate level to those 


working at the field/operational level; 


• be concise; 


• use business language rather than academic human rights language  to ensure all entities within 


an organisation are able to use it;  


• use definitions of human rights as they appear in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 


other key international human rights conventions; 


• draw on existing guidance that is aligned to with the UN Guiding Principles;  


• be of practical use and relevance for large and as well as smaller companies; and 


• also be targeted to governments (or particular departments of governments) as a potential 


audience.  


 


There were strong objections from some stakeholders to the idea that the guidance might combine 


prescriptive and interrogative approaches to create an ‘auditable standard’, while others supported 


this concept. 


 


6.2 Objectives  


As highlighted above during the consultation process to date, stakeholders identified some of the 


key challenges that they face or see O&G companies facing in implementing the responsibility to 


respect human rights. In line with this, stakeholders proposed a range of objectives for the guidance, 


including that it should address: 


• how to integrate human rights into an organization while allowing for a variety of organizational 


structures and different current approaches to social performance management; 


• the integration of human rights provisions into KPIs;  


• the integration of human rights provisions into contracts with host governments; 


• how to communicate the business value of human rights to both internal and external 


stakeholders; 


• how to communicate the business value of human rights to companies and organisations not yet 


engaged with human rights risk management  


• how to integrate respect for human rights into the supply chain;  


• the difference between a human rights impact and a socio-environmental impact, clearly 


outlining how a “human rights sensitive” approach is different to simply managing general 


impacts in line with international best practice;   


• how to determine when a grievance reflects a human rights impact and how to assess the 


severity of that impact; 
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• how companies can meaningfully report on material human rights risks, without facing either 


internal legal inhibitors or external legal implications and how external auditors could be included 


within the process; 


• how to demonstrate that companies have a culture respectful of human rights; 


• how to manage relationships with host governments while undertaking human rights due 


diligence which could pose difficult political challenges to the relationship including how and 


when companies should use leverage with host governments when they are not playing an 


operational role in the project.  


 


6.3 Existing Initiatives and Guidance 


Various stakeholders drew attention to particular initiatives and/or guidance including: 


• Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative 


• International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM)  


• International Finance Corporation Sustainability Framework and Performance Standards 


• IPIECA 


• Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights 


 


**** 
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ANNEX A 


Project Background 


In October 2011, the European Commission adopted a new Communication on Corporate Social 


Responsibility that defined corporate social responsibility as “the responsibility of enterprises for 


their impacts on society”.  As one of the priority actions in the business and human rights field, the 


European Commission committed to developing guides for three industry sectors on the corporate 


responsibility to respect human rights under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human 


Rights.   After a brief public consultation requesting input on the sector selection according to a set 


of publicly available and objective criteria, the Commission selected the Employment & Recruitment 


Agencies, Information & Communication Technology, and Oil & Gas sectors as the focus of the 


guides.   


  


While the guides will take particular account of the situation and experiences of EU business, they 


aim to be as globally relevant as possible in order to contribute to a harmonised approach to the 


implementation of the Guiding Principles.  The development of the guides will mirror, on a smaller 


scale, the approach taken in developing the Guiding Principles: being global in approach and 


informed by relevant evidence and the views of a wide range of stakeholders, including 


representatives from business, civil society, trade unions, government, and other experts.  The 


guides will be based on research, extensive interviews with diverse stakeholders (75+ per sector), 


and inputs from two multistakeholder roundtables per sector.  The European Commission's Expert 


Advisory Committee and three multistakeholder Sector Advisory Groups, convened specifically for 


the project, are providing strategic advice and feedback.  


  


Project Timeframe 


• January – March 2012:  Consultation on and finalisation of sector selection, formalisation of EC 


Expert Advisory Committee and Sector Advisory Groups; appointment of sector-specific 


researchers.  


• April – August 2012:  Ongoing consultation with broad range of stakeholders through in-depth 


confidential interviews (including select country visits) and first set of multistakeholder sector 


Roundtables hosted by the EC, as well as additional desk-based research. 


• September – November 2012:  Guide drafting phase, further specific research as needed, and 


second set of multistakeholder sector Roundtables hosted by the EC to discuss the draft guides.  


• December 2012:  Submission of the three guides to the EC and finalisation for publication. 


  


The UN Protect, Respect, Remedy Framework and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and 


Human Rights 


In June 2011 the UN Human Rights Council unanimously endorsed the UN Guiding Principles, 


establishing the first authoritative global standard on the respective roles of business and 


governments in helping ensure that companies respect human rights in their own operations and 


through their business relationships.  They spell out the implications of the three pillars of the UN 


'Protect, Respect, Remedy Framework' on business and human rights.  The UN Guiding Principles 


were developed by the Special Representative to the UN Secretary-General for Business and Human 


Rights, Professor John Ruggie, over the six years of his mandate.   Based on extensive research and 


consultations with representatives from government, business, civil society, trade unions and legal 


and academic experts across all continents, the UN Framework and UN Guiding Principles gained 


broad acceptance and support. The responsibility of business enterprises to respect human rights 


encompasses all internationally recognised human rights – understood, at a minimum, as those 


expressed in the International Bill of Human Rights and the principles concerning fundamental rights 


set out in the International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights 


at Work. 


 



http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/corporate-social-responsibility/human-rights/index_en.htm

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/corporate-social-responsibility/index_en.htm

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/corporate-social-responsibility/index_en.htm

http://shiftproject.org/sites/default/files/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf

http://shiftproject.org/sites/default/files/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf

http://www.ihrb.org/news/2012/new_project_to_develop_business_and_human_rights_guides_for_three_european_business_sectors.html

http://www.ihrb.org/news/2012/new_project_to_develop_business_and_human_rights_guides_for_three_european_business_sectors.html

http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/ec-expert-advisory-committee.html

http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/ec-expert-advisory-committee.html

http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/project-team-sector-advisory-groups.html

http://www.business-humanrights.org/SpecialRepPortal/Home/Protect-Respect-Remedy-Framework

http://www.business-humanrights.org/SpecialRepPortal/Home/Protect-Respect-Remedy-Framework

http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/FactSheet2Rev.1en.pdf

http://www.ilo.org/declaration/lang--en/index.htm

http://www.ilo.org/declaration/lang--en/index.htm
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i  See: http://www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/index.html  
ii
 See Ernst and Young, ‘Navigating Joint Ventures in the Oil and Gas Sector’ (2001). 


iii
 UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples as adopted by the General Assembly on 13 September 


2007. 
iv
 http://www.voluntaryprinciples.org/files/voluntary_principles_english.pdf 


v
 Including current work on human rights due diligence processes but also past guidance such as IPIECA, ‘A 


Guide to Social Impact Assessment in the Oil and Gas Industry’ (2004). 
vi
 See, in particular, International Finance Corporation, “Performance Standards on Environmental and Social 


Sustainability and Guidance Notes” (2012). 



http://www.voluntaryprinciples.org/files/voluntary_principles_english.pdf
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